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Welcome to Catalogue #223, Spring 2019. Here in Perth the weather is heating up nicely and my controlled
stagger around Hyde Park is a joy. We’ve been following the progress of a family of black swans, mum, dad
and 5 babies (sadly there were only 4 babies this morning). They produce a clutch every spring and whilst
initially very protective of them, they have grown enormously in just a few weeks. When the babies are very
young old dad will fly at anyone who gets too close, something many visitors are unaware of. They only go
near them once!! I won’t be long before they’re kicked out of home and have to head off to find a lake of their
own. Hyde Park, at the end of our street, has it all. Playgrounds for kids, bbq, three coffee vans which is where
I halt for a quick brew and watch the endless stream of beautiful young mums pushing their prams. Also on
the weekend there is in an endless stream of kids on bikes, scooters, skate boards and countless dogs on
leashes. A veritable party atmosphere and various wedding parties on Saturdays. Our Canadian grandies love
this park mainly because of the endless supply of ice creams when with good old Grandad.
On a more serious note, I’m appalled at the treatment being meted out to our most decorated soldier Ben
Roberts-Smith, VC, MG from SASR, a Regiment in whose ranks was my privilege to serve in action in
Vietnam and many years after. It appears there are journalists among us who have found him guilty of heinous
crimes BEFORE the investigation is complete. This is not justice. A man should always be presumed innocent
until found guilty in our democracy. None of us know what went on that day in Afghanistan. It’s very
distressing to learn that there are ‘whistleblowers’ in the ranks who hide behind a cloak of anonymity. It
appears he’s being hung, drawn and quartered on hearsay evidence which is as far from justice as one can get.
Anyway, there are hundreds of us banding together to offer our support. The new R&R Centre of 40 chalets
and support buildings has been opened in the bush at Jarrahdale. The Governor Bomber Beasley officially
opened it recently. Alan Ingram is the caretaker. Well done to Geoff Baldwin, Tony Wills, Andrew Hastie
and Vince Connoly along with Oxo Barclay and his Military Brotherhood bike club et al for the heavy work
put into this remarkable place which is designed to assist servicemen/women in their efforts to get back on an
even keel on discharge. Well done all!! And the list is dedicated once again to ex diggers and serving soldiers
who may not be travelling well. Help is but a phone call away my friends. Via con Dios M&J
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Aviation
223/1. (525) Balfe, J.D. War Without Glory: Australians in the Air War with Japan 1941-45. MacMillan, Melbourne, 1984. 1st ed,
8vo in d/w, illus, plates, maps, index, pp293, **traces the experiences of several pilots and brings the reader into the cockpits of their
planes, the Hudsons and Buffaloes, vg cond, A$28.
223/2. (10075) Bickers, Richard Townshend. Ginger Lacey: Fighter Pilot: Battle of Britain Top Scorer. ISIS Large Print, UK, 1998
(fp1962). Reprint, large 8vo in laminated boards, ex lib, chronology of Laceys operations, list of all aircraft referred, index, pp263,
**Sgt G.H.'Ginger' Lacey shot down 23 German aircraft during the Battle of Britai making him the 'top ace', good cond, A$22.
223/3. (5615) Cobby, Group-Captain A.H, DSO, DFC. (and Two Bars). High Adventure. Robertson and Mullins, Melbourne, 1943
(fp1942). Reprint, small 8vo in protected covers, ex lib, plates index of aircraft, pp108, **Harry Cobby shot down 29 enemy aircraft and
13 German observation balloons on the Western Front serving with 4 Sqn AFC. He flew mainly Sopwith Camels, vg cond, A$75.
223/4. (9022) Ethell, Jeffrey. Mustang: A Documentary History. Jane's Publishing, London, 1981. 1st ed, 4to in protected d/w,
fully illustrated, biblio, index, pp176, **the incredible story of the North American P-51 Mustang which made its name over Europe in
WW2 and later on in Korea, vg cond, A$30.
223/5. (10130) Franks, Norman. Buck McNair: Canadian Spitfire Ace. Grub Street, London, 2001. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/w,
plates, appendices, biblio, nominal index, pp179, **the story of Group Captain R.W. (Buck) McNair, DSO, DFC and 2 Bars, Ld'H, CdeG,
RCAF. He destroyed 16 enamy aircraft, 3 probables and 15 damaged, vg cond, A$34.
223/6. (6580) Howe, Stuart. The de Havilland Mosquito: An Illustrated History. Aston Publications, UK, 1992. 1st ed, 4to in d/w
fully illus in colour and b/w, pp159, **a private venture aircraft, the wood-construction Mosquito was one of the most versatile of all British aircraft in WW2. It operated as a fighter, an unarmed bomber, pathfinder and photo recce platform, vg cond, A$38.
223/7. (1112) Jay, Alwyn. Endurance; A History of RAAF Aircrew Participation in Liberator (B-24) Operations of RAF Coastal
Command 1941-1945. Banner Books, Qld, 1996. 1st ed, roy 8vo in d/w, index, appendices list models and id features plus cockpit
layouts, biblio, pp224, **the war against the U-Boats in the North Atlantic was waged by long range Libs. Again the Aussies were in everything, new, A$45.
223/8. (9406) King, Peter. Knights of the Air: The Life and Times of the Extraordinary Pioneers Who First Built British Aeroplanes. Constable, London, 1989. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/w, plates, chapter notes, extensive biblio, index, news clippings
loose at front, pp544, **the story of the men who spent their youth designing and building the first flying machines. Many achieved immortality - Sopwith's legendary Pup and Camel; Handley-Page's bombers, etc, vg cond, A$40.
223/9. (6243) Lax, Mark & Kane-Maguire, Leon. Gestapo Hunters: 464 Squadron, RAAF, 1942-45. Banner Books, Qld, 1999. 1st
ed, large 8vo in d/w, b/w plates, maps, appendices list all air-frames, casualty lists both crews and aircraft, biblio, index, pp318,
**464 Sqn started out flying the unsuccessful Ventura - they were re-equipped with Mosquitos in mid-1943 and proceeded with low level intruder and precision bombing attacks. Their name comes from the successful attack on Gestapo HQ in Aahus in Denmark, new, A$58.
223/10. (5944) Leebold, Arthur. Silent Victory: Breaking the Japanese Air-blockade between Australia and Europe. Banner
Books, ACT, 1995. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, rolls of QANTAS aircrews, biblio, index, pp111, **the Catalina was used as
the only alternative for the long air route to Ceylon (Sri Lanka) and India. QANTAS and the RAAF, undertook this secret passenger service
from Perth, new, A$38.
223/11. (9844) Page, Charles. Vengeance of the Outback: A Wartime Air Mystery of Western Australia. Shire of Yilgarn, WA,
2001. 1st ed, small 4to in card covers, plates and maps, glossary, biblio, index, pp264, **in AUGUST 1944 a Vultee Vengeance dive
bomber was lost in the outback of Western Australia. The pilot Jack Ingram survived but navigator Clyde King was killed in the crash. A huge
full scale searce was mounted for King but he was never found, vg cond and hard to find, A$34.
223/12. (8212) Pentland, Geoffrey. The P-40 Kittyhawk in Service. Kookaburra Technical Publications, Melbourne, 1974. 1st ed,
4to in illustrated cloth boards, colour and b/w plates, (one page of colour plates are missing as is the front end paper), pp66, **the
Curtis P-40 Kittyhawk in Australian service, apart from page damage gen fair cond and priced accordingly, A$25.
223/13. (1627) Raebel, Geoffrey W. The RAAF in Russia: 455 RAAF Squadron 1942. AMHP, Sydney, 1997. 1st ed, 8vo in printed
boards, inscription in fep, many illus and plates incl exploded view of Handley Page Hampden Mk1, index, biblio, squadron roll,
lists of operations, pp130, **the little known story of 455 Sqn on convoy protection duty in Russia, new cond, A$42.
223/14. (10491) Rees, Peter. Lancaster Men: The Aussie Heroes of Bomber Command. A&U, Sydney, 2013. 1st ed, trade 8vo in
card covers, signed by the author, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp424, **more than 10,000 Australians served with Bomber Command in
WW2. Nearly 3,500 died in action. Unbelievably, they were referred to as 'Jap dodgers' and 'hiding' in England (who could have said such a
thing), vg cond, A$30.
223/15. (4258) Schaedel, Charles. Australian Ace: The Exploits of 'Jerry' Pentland, MC, DFC, AFC. Rigby, Adelaide, 1979. 1st ed,
8vo in d/w, plates, pp159, **Pentland is one of the best known names in Australian aviation, a portrait of his career spanning 30 years, vg
cond, A$28.
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223/16. (5669) Scutts, Jerry. Republic P-47 Thunderbolt: The Operational Record. Airlife, UK, 1998. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected
d/w, colour and b/w plates, appendices, index, pp167, **nicknamed 'the jug', the Thunderbolt, although a heavy-weight single-seat
fighter, was a strong and powerful aircraft. Its main role was as a long-range bomber escort over Europe destroying 3,916 enemy planes. It was
superceded by the P-51 Mustang which had the range to escort the bombers all the way to Germany and back, vg cond, A$42.
223/17. (10497) Sutherland, Jon & Canwell, Diane. Vichy Air Force at War: The French Air Force that Fought the Allies in World
War 2. Pen & Sword Aviation, UK, 2011. 1st ed, large 8vo in protecetd d/w, plates and map, appendices, biblio, pp173, **when
France capitulated in 1940, their airforce was also captured except for those formations which had managed to escape to their colonies in North
Africa. Once Petain established Vichy those unit then fought on the German side, vg cond and uncommon, A$38.
223/18. (10407) Tanner, John (ed). The Mosquito Manual: The Official Air Publication for the Mosquito F.Mk.II, N.F. Mk. XII
and N.F. Mk. XVII, 1941-1945. A&A Press, London, 1977 (fp1944). Facsimile reprint, large 8vo in good d/w, fully illustrated in b/
w plates and diagrams (one gate-fold), pp351, **this is Volume 6 in the official air publications reprints done by the RAF Museum at Hendon, slight sun fade to spine else vg cond, A$48.
223/19. (10412) Wallace, Gordon. "Up in Darwin with the Dutch" A Tribute to the Mitchell Bomber Boys. Author, Victoria,
1983. A revised ed of "Are you there Don R?", 4to in card covers, signed by the author, numbered ed (#1362) profusely illustrated,
some hilighting in text, nominal roll, pp180, **being the true story of 18 Sqn NEI/RAAF forces from 1942 to 1950. The everyday life of its
airmen in the air war in Darwin as compiled from the scrap books of a despatch rider who served with the sqn for 18 months, good cond and
scarce, A$45.

Military Biography
223/20. (5069) Austin, Ron. A Soldier's Soldier: The Life of Lieutenant-General Sir Carl Herman Jess. Slouch Hat Pubs, Victoria,
2001. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, source notes, appendices, biblio, index, pp240, **the title speaks volumes on the ability and manner of
General Jess who served under Monash in WW1 and was the Commandant in WA after the war replacing General Sir J. Talbot Hobbs, a good
biography, new, A$46.
223/21. (3320) Chapman, Ivan. Iven G. Mackay: Citizen and Soldier. Melway, Melbourne, 1975. 1st ed. 8vo in d/w, plates, index,
biblio, pp316, **LtGen Mackay, who fought at Lone Pine on Gallipoli, commander of New Guinea Force, was one of Australia's most capable
battlefield commanders, his men regarded him as outstanding, chipped d/w else vg cond, A$25.
223/22. (10410) Clayton, Ann. Chavasse, Double VC: Pen & Sword Military, UK, 1997 (pf1992). Reprint, trade 8vo in card covers,
book plate in prelims, plates, appendix, biblio, chapter references, index, pp261, **the highly acclaimed biography of the only man to
win two VCs during the Great War (another medico Martin-Leake won a second in the Great War after having won the first in the 2nd Boer
War), vg cond A$38.
223/23. (8292) Colman, Mike. Payne, VC. ABC Books, Sydney, 2009. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, glossary, index
pp244, **Keith Payne, VC, AATTV was one of four recipients of the VC in Vietnam (Wheatley, Badcoe and Simpson, DCM the other three),
vg cond A$28.
223/24. (9249) Cosgrove, General Peter. My Story. Harper Collins, Sydney, 2006. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, colour and b/w plates,
glossary, index, pp458, **Peter Cosgove won a very good Military Cross as a Platoon Commander in Vietnam and went on to command the
Defence Force. His efforts in East Timor guaranteed his shooting star, he then headed up the Australian War Memorial and was, until recently,
our Governor General, vg cond, A$28.
223/25. (1635) Coulthard-Clark, C.D. A Heritage of Spirit: A Biography of MajGen Sir William Throsby Bridges, KCB, CMG.
MUP, Melbourne, 1979. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, index, biblio, source notes, pp220, **Throsby Bridges was the founder of RMC Duntroon, raised the 1st AIF and was killed in action on Gallipoli (Turk sniper), a remarkable man, vg cond, A$46.
223/26. (10477) Coulthart, Ross. Charles Bean. Harper Collins, Sydney, 2015 (fp2014). Reprint, small 8vo in card covers, plates,
biblio, chapter notes, index, pp483, **C.E.W Bean's witnessing and recording the 1st AIF's efforts on Gallipoli and the Western Front
helped forge the nation-defining legend of the Australian diggers at war, vg cond, A$24.
223/27. (7582) Edgar, Bill. Warrior of Kokoda: A Biography of Brigadier Arnold Potts, DSO, OBE, MC. AMHP, Sydney, 2006
(fp1999) Revised edition, large 8vo in laminated boards, plates and maps, source notes, biblio, index, pp324, **Arnold Potts, a WA
farmer, was a hero in both World Wars. He led the 21st Infantry Brigade against the Japanese in New Guinea. His troops plus the remnants of
'Maroubra Force' fought a three week withdrawal down the Kokoda Track for which he was unfairly vilified by Blamey and lost his command,
new, A$40.
223/28. (6992) Essex-Clark, John, DSM. Hassett, Australian Leader: A Biography of General Sir Francis Hassett, AC, KBE, CB,
DSO, LVO. AMHP, Sydney, 2005. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, biblio, index, pp293, **Frank Hassett served as a young Duntroontrained officer with an AIF infantry battalion in Palestine, Syria in WW1, and then New Guinea & Bougainville in WW2. He led 3RAR at the
Battle of Maryang San in Korea and rose through 40 years of soldiering to command the ADF, a top soldier, new, A$36.
223/29. (1121) Fearnside, G.H. & Clift, DCM, Ken. Dougherty: A Great Man Among Men: A Biography of MajGen Sir Ivan
Dougherty, KtCBE, DSO & Bar. (AIF) Alpha Books, Sydney, 1979. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, index, pp212,
**Dougherty commanded the 21 Bde in Balikpapan Borneo at the end of the war. He was revered by his troops as one of the best commanders
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Australia fielded in WW2, vg cond and now quite scarce, A$45.
223/30. (6261) Fraser, David. Knight's Cross: A Life of Field-Marshal Erwin Rommel. Harper Collins, London, 1994 (fp1993). 1st ed,
thick 8vo in protected d/w, plates, notes, biblio, index, pp601, **a definitive study of the great German field commander, vg cond, A$55.
223/31. (10344) Grey, Jeffrey. A Soldiers's Soldier: A Biography of Lieutenant-General Sir Thomas Daly. Cambridge Uni Press,
Melbourne, 2013. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, abbreviations, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp249, **Tom Daly was a renowned soldier and one of the most influential leaders in Australia's military history, new, A$45.
223/32. (10012) Griffiths, Tony. Douglas Grant: That Black Digger from the Scottish Mob. TopTech Engineering, NSW, 2014. 1st ed,
4to in spiral bound bindings, plates (1 colour), pp42, **Ngadjonji man, Scotsman, draughtsman, digger, Lithgow, RSL and Small Arms Factory man. The interesting story of Douglas Grant, who served as a Sergeant in the 43rd Bn on the Western Front and his life working in the SAF
Lithgow after the war, new, A$24.
223/33. (8032) Howie-Willis, Ian. Surgeon & General: A Life of Major-General Rupert Downes, 1885-1945. AMHP, Sydney, 2008.
1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, map, end notes, biblio, index, pp400, **traces the life and career of Rupert Downes, a heroic figure in Australian military medical history. He served on Gallipoli, the Sinai-Palestine Campaign, between the wars became DGMS in 1934. He was killed
along with General Vasey and nine others in a plane crash (Hudson) near Cairns in 1945, new, A$52.
223/34. (4735) Hoyle, Arthur, DFC. Hughie Edwards, VC: The Fortunate Airman. AMHP, Sydney, 2000 (fp1999). Reprint, large 8vo
in illus boards, plates, index, biblio, pp211, **Air Commodore Hughie Edwards was the most highly decorated Australian serviceman of WW2
winning the VC, DSC and DFC, a good biography, new, A$45.
223/35. (8022) Keating, Gavin. The Right Man For the Job: Lieutenant General Sir Stanley Savige as a Military Commander. OUP,
Melbourne, 2006. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, profuse chapter notes, biblio, index, pp216, **Savige started his military career as
a private soldier in 1915 (Gallipoli sniper of some note) and was twice decorated for gallantry in WW1. He rose to become a senior commander in
WW2 (via the Militia) and led a brigade against the Italians, Germans and Vichy French and a division and a corps against the Japanese. He was
known as 'Old Stan' by his men, new, A$36.
223/36. (5965) Lodge, Brett. Lavarack: Rival General. Allen & Unwin (AHU Bio Series), Sydney, 1998. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers,
plates, chapter notes, extensive biblio, index, pp339, **General Lavarack commanded the Australian Army (CGS) between 1935 and 1939. He
dropped a rank to go to war and was white-anted by Blamey who saw him as a rival to his power. He was ruthlessly consigned to obscurity, vg
cond, A$24.
223/37. (10119) Malone, M.J & Lutley, P.D. SIMMO: A Biography of Ray Simpson, VC, DCM. One of Australia's Greatest Soldiers.
Imprimatur Books, Perth, 2015. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, signed by the authors, colour plates and maps, footnotes, glossary, appendices, biblio, index, pp266, **the remarkable Ray Simpson, VC, DCM who was brought up in straigtened circumstances, found the Army to be
his home serving in WW2, the Korean War, Malaya and 5 years in Vietnam being severely wounded in action on his second tour in 1964, new,
A$45.
223/38. (10964) McKelvey, Ben. The Commando: The Life and Death of Cameron Baird, VC, MG. Hachette Australia, Sydney,
2017. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, colour plates, glossary, 2 Cdo honour roll, index, pp342, **Cpl Cameron Baird, VC, MG was
killed in action in the Khod Valley Afghanistan on 22 June 2013 whilst leading his assault team against the Taliban. This is a story of sacrifice,
mateship and bloody duty, vg cond, A$45.
223/39. (9590) McLynn, Frank. Fitzroy Maclean. John Murrary, London, 1992. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp418, **the life of Sir Fitzroy Maclean who saw service with Stirling's SAS in the desert before becoming an MP and
deploying to Yugoslavia as head of a mission to Tito's partisans in the fight against the Germans. An outstanding man, vg cond, A$48.
223/40. (10966) Royle, Trevor. Death Before Dishonour: The True Story of Fighting Mac. Mainstream Publishing, Edinburgh, 1982.
1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp176, **the story of Major-General Sir Hector Macdonald, KCB,
DSO, ADC, LLD who, in 1903, was accused of homosexuality and ordered to face a Courts-Martial. But he commited suicided before the humiliation, vg cond and uncommon, A$36.
223/41. (7173) Watson, Jeffrey. Killer Caldwell: Australia's Greatest Fighter Pilot. Hodder Australia, Sydeney, 2005. Reprint, trade
8vo in card covers, plates, appendix, index, pp282, **Clive 'Killer' Caldwell saw action against the Germans, Italians and Japanese in WW2
winning the DFC and Bar in downing 29 enemy aircraft, new, A$25.
223/42. (9330) Wavell, General Sir Archibald, KCB, CMG, MC. Allenby: A Study in Greatness: The Biography of Field-Marshal
Viscount Allenby of Megiddo and Felixstowe, GCB, GCMG. George G. Harrap & Co Ltd, London, 1941 (fp1940). 1st ed, large 8vo
in faded red cloth, signed by General Claud Auchinleck, Cairo 1941, plates and maps (one fold-out), index, pp312, **Wavell wrote this
biography whilst Commander-in-Chief of British Forces in the Middle East in WW2. Allenby commanded the forces in the Middle East in WW1,
good cond and scarce, A$95.
223/43. (6350) Weate, Mark. Bill Newton, VC: The Short Life of a RAAF Hero. AMHP, Sydney, 1999. 1st ed, large 8vo in laminated
boards, plates, illus, three indexes, biblio, pp95, **Newton flew a Boston over New Guinea in many daring low level targets against murderous anti-aircraft fire. He was shot down near Salamaua, captured by the Japanese and executed, new, A$32.
223/44. (6401) Wilkinson, Peter & Astley, Joan Bright. Gubbins and SOE. Pen & Sword, London, 1997 (fp1993). Reprint, trade 8vo in
card covers, plates, source notes, index, pp254, **an excellent biography of Major-General Sir Colin Gubbins who commanded SOE in WW2.
Both authors were also members of SOE; an excellent book, vg cond, A$36.
223/45. (6324) Wray, Christopher. Sir James Whiteside McCay: A Turbulent Life. Oxford Uni Press, Melbourne, 2002. 1st ed, 8vo in
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d/w, plates, maps, source notes, biblio, index, pp280, **the enigma that was Sir James Whiteside McCay. Minister for Defence in 1903, he
led a Brigade with his walking stick; was Chief of Intelligence and mentored the great Monash - but he became the 'most disliked general' - this
book clears up the mystery, new, A$38.

Military General
223/46. (3394) Atkinson, James, J. The Kapyong Battalion: Medal Roll of the 3rd Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment, Battle of
Kapyong, Korea 1951. NSWMHS, Sydney, 1977. 1st ed, small 8vo in printed boards, plates, maps, full rolls, honours and awards,
with citations, chronology, pp80, **3RAR (Old Faithful) were awarded the US Presidential Unit Citation for their action at the Battle of
Kapyong, a great battalion developed from the BCOF 67th Battalion, some foxing to endpapers else good cond and scarce, A$85.
223/47. (4656) Avery, LtCol Brian. Our Secret War: The 4th Battalion, RAR: Defending Malaysia Against Indonesian Confrontation, 1965-1967. Slouch Hat, Victoria, 2001. 1st ed, 8vo in illus d/w, plates and maps, index, end notes, nominal roll of 4RAR members serving in Sarawak Apr-Sep 1966, gallantry citations, pp216, **an intriguing account of the clandestine Australian operations carried
out in Indonesian Borneo (Kalimantan) during Confrontation in the 1960s on 'CLARET’ Ops, new cond, A$46.
223/48. (6667) Bevan, Scott. Battle Lines: Australian Artists at War. Random House, Sydney, 2004. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, colour plates,
biblio, pp310, **our extraordinary war artists from the Boer War to Afghanistan, vg cond, A$28.
223/49. (10251) Brown, George A. For Distinguished Conduct in the Field: The Register of the Distinguished Conduct Medal 1939
-1992. Western Canadian Distributors Ltd, Vancouver, 1993. 1st ed, small 4to in d/w, pp543, **an alphabetical listing of all DCMs issued in the period. The Australian DCMs from Vietnam are given scant regard of one line only (except for SIMMO, but no mention of his VC),
vg cond, A$55.
223/50. (10096) Carney, Daniel. The Wild Geese. William Heinemann, London, 1977. 1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, signed by Richard Burton, Roger Moore, Richard Harris and Hardy Kruger stars of the movie along with the director Andrew McLaglen, pp237,
**this is a rare find. The movie of the book was made around this time and to find a copy signed by all the principal actors AND the Director is
rare indeed. A very collectible item in mint cond, A$1,200.
223/51. (10862) Coogan, Tim Pat and Morrison, George. The Irish Civil War. Roberts Rinehart Publishers, USA, 1998. Poss 1st ed,
large 4to in bumped d/w profusely illustrated, endnotes, indes, pp287, **a lucid account of the Irish Civil War (28 June 1922 to 24 May
1923) in which families were divided on the actions of the Dublin government and the British on the Northern Ireland question. Michael Collins
was killed toward the end of the war, vg cond, A$65.
223/52. (9965) Cottrell, Peter. (ed).(with Brendan O'Shea & Gerry White) The War for Ireland 1913-1923. Osprey Publishing, UK,
2009. 1st ed, small 4to in d/w, narrative pictorial (some colour illustrations), biblio, index, pp248, **from the failed Easter Monday 1916
Dublin insurrection to the Irish Free State's battle against republican forces in the early 1920s, the war for Ireland encompassed iconic revolts,
guerrilla struggles and hard urban warfare, vg cond, A$45.
223/53. (6404) Gerster, Robin & Pierce, Peter. On the War-Path: An Anthology of Australian Military Travel. MUP, Melbourne,
2004. 1st ed, trade 8vo in d/w, notes, glossary, biblio, pp350, **reveals the many ways in which going to war has formed a cultural bridge
between Australia and the world from Sudan in 1885 to Afghanistan in 2001, new, A$38.
223/54. (2620) Hopkins, Maj-Gen R.N.L. Australian Armour : A History of the Royal Australian Armoured Corps 1927-1972.
AWM/AGPS, Canberra , 1978. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, illus, biblio, appendices, index, pp371, **an authorative reference
on Australian armour from the British Vickers Medium Tank MK 2 to the US APC M113 in Vietnam and beyond, shelf bumped else good
cond and now hard to find, A$45.
223/55. (10323) Hutcheson, Colonel John, MC. The Australian Army in Korea in Particular Trench Warfare: A Readers Digest.
Author, Glencoe Publishing, 2014. 1st ed, desk-top published in 4to, text only, annexures list honours and awards etc, biblio, pp192,
**written by a man who was an Asslt Pnr officer of 3RAR Aug 52 to Mar 53 and then the IORE of the 28th Fd. Engr. Regt (Mar-Aug 53), vg
cond, A$55.
223/56. (9964) Kilcullen, David. Out of the Mountains: The Coming Age of the Urban Guerrilla. Scribe, Melbourne, 2013. 1st ed,
trade 8vo in card covers, appendix, chapter notes, index, pp342, **presents detailed, on-the-ground accounts of the new faces of modern
conflict, outstanding stuff written before the rise of the Islamist ISIS, vg cond, A$26.
223/57. (8029) Leckie, Neil. Country Victoria's Own: 150-Year History of 8th/7th Battalion, Royal Victoria Regiment and its Predecessors 1858-2008. AMHP, Sydney, 2008. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, appendices, biblio, index, pp352, **traces the history of the
Ballarat infantry and the units in major cities and towns of country Victoria. In essence it shows the links between all the towns and the military
history of northern and western Victoria, new, A$36.
223/58. (10572) Madden, Michael C. The Victoria Cross: Australia Remembers. (huge book - over 4kg). Big Sky, Sydney, 2018 1st
ed, enormous 4to in windowed hard-back, signed by the author, fully illustrated with pics of all 100 Australian recipients of the VC,
biblio, pp459, **an outstanding compilation in colour of all 100 of our VC recipients new, A$125.
223/59. (9749) Main, Jim & Allen, David. Fallen: The Ultimate Heroes: Footballers Who Never Returned From War. Crown Content, Melbourne, 2002. 1st ed, large folio size in d/w, fully illustrated, index, pp358, **a remarkable listing of 115 Australian Rules footballers who paid the ultimate sacrifice in the Boer War (2), WW1 (67) and WW2 (46) including Ron Barassi (Snr) and Bluey Truscott, DFC &
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Bar, vg cond, A$48.
223/60. (1147) McNicoll, MajGen R.R. CBE. UBIQUE: The Royal Australian Engineers, in 4 volumes, 1835-1972. RAE Corps Committee, Canberra, 1977, 1979, 1982 & 2002. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w plates, biblio, source notes, index, pp203, 232, 432 & 978, **vol 1 - 'The
Colonial Engineers'; Vol 2 - 'Making and Breaking'; Vol 3 - 'Teeth and Tail' - Vol 4, 'Paving the Way' , excellent reference set, vg cond and
hard to find all together (sold as a set only), A$150.
223/61. (9304) Miller, Harry. Menace in Malaya. George G. Harrap & Co, London, 1954. 1st ed, large 8vo in bumped d/w (now protected) plates (portrait of General Sir Gerald Templar in frontispiece), maps, glossary, index, pp248, **the story of the six-year war that
was fought in the 1950s by the British and her Allies, against the Communist terrorists led by the redoubtable Chin Peng, vg cond and scarce,
A$36.
223/62. (10265) Mills, Sgt Dan. Sniper One: The Blistering True Story of a British Battle Group Under Siege. Michael Joseph/
Penguin, London, 2007. 1st ed, large 8vo in vg d/w, colour plates, pp350, **Sgt Dan Mills was a member of the 1st Bn, Prince of Wales
Royal Regt deployed to Iraq in 2004. He was a member of an 18 man sniper platoon in Al Amarah where they were continuously under fire for 6
months, vg cond, A$34.
223/63. (5825) Newark, Tim. Where They Fell: A Walker's Guide to the Battlefields of the World. The Five Mile Press (Quarto),
Melbourne, 2000. 1st ed, 4to in d/w, fully illus in colour and b/w, index, pp160, **covers battlefields in North America, Europe, Africa,
Asia and Oceania; from Louisbourg in 1758 to Dien Bien Phu, 1954, new, A$28.
223/64. (2699) O'Neill, Robert. Australia in the Korean War 1950-53: (in two volumes): Vol 1- Strategy and Diplomacy; Vol 2 - Combat Operations. AWM, Canberra, 1981. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/ws, plates and maps, index, biblio, chronology, pp548 (vol 1), 782 (vol
2), **the official history of Australia's involvement in the Korean War, vg cond and hard to find together, (sorry, can't separate them),
A$145.
223/65. (10401) Schnaars, John. (ed). We Will Remember Them, Lest We Forget. HIWG Inc, Perth, nd?. 1st ed? Large 8vo in card
covers, signed?, fully illustrated, full roll of those considered 'suitable for the Labour Corps', pp454, **a compilation of indigenous people
who have served in Australia's Armed Services in both war and peace, vg cond, A$45.
223/66. (9712) Smith, Alan H. Gunners in Borneo: Artillery During Confrontation 1962-1966. RAA Historical Co, Sydney, 2008. 1st
ed, large 8vo in laminated, illustrated boards, plates, colour & b/w maps and diagrams, appendices, nominal roll of 102 Battery,
RAA, on 14 May 1965, biblio, map list, index, pp184, **the story of the use of artillery by FARELF forces in Borneo during 'confrontation'
with Indonesia with an emphasis on 102 Battery RAA, new cond, A$45.
223/67. (7933) Smith, LtCol Neil, AM. Operation CRIMP: With the Australian Army on the Malay Peninsular 1964-65 Mostly Unsung, Melbourne, 2004. 1st ed, 4to monograph in card covers, tape binding, map, narrative full full Australian nominal roll of participants, pp49, **Op CRIMP was part of the Commonwealth 28th Brigade efforts against the incursions by Indonesian troops in what is known as
'Confrontation'. A very useful reference, vg cond, A$25.
223/68. (10623) Terrett, L.I. and Taubert, S.C. Preserving Our Proud Heritage: The Customs and Traditions of the Australian Army.
Big Sky Publishing, Sydney, 2015. 1st ed, huge 'coffee table' book, profusely illustrated in vivid colour, biblio, index, pp381, **an important representation of the regalia, customs and tradition of the Australian Army since 1900, new cond, A$75.
223/69. (10342) US Army Field Manual FM 21-76 Survival. Dept of Army, Washington, 1992. Poss 1st d? 8vo in card covers profusely illustrated in colour and b/w, maps, glossary, biblio, index, pages sectionalised, **a very useful guide, good cond, A$28.
223/70. (6842) Yumoto, John. The Samurai Sword: A Handbook. Tuttle Publishing, USA, 1977 (fp1958). 14th printing, 8vo in mint &
protected d/w, many b/w plates, biblio, rolls of sword makers, glossary, index, pp191, **the complete handbook of the Japanese sword.
Covers the origins and development of the sword, various types, parts, styles, differences in construction, the art of the swordsmith, the famous
makers, and care and maintenance, excellent reference, as new cond, A$35.

Napoleonic, Crimean & Victorian Eras
223/71. (9273) Austin, Paul Britten. 1812: The Great Retreat. Greenhill Books, London, 1996. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/w, plates,
chapter notes, index, pp464, **tells the story of the end of the most famously disasterous campaigns in history using the words of the survivors
to describe their desperate retreat from Moscow 1812, vg cond, A$46.
223/72. (1505) Bryant, Arthur. Years of Victory: 1802-1812. Collins, London, 1963. (fp1944). 6th printing, thick 8vo in mint d/w, index, maps, notes, pp500, **a very readable history of British militarism and diplomacy in the period, vg cond, A$36.
223/73. (10007) Colville, Colonel H.E. History of the Sudan Campaign. The Battery Press, USA, 1996 (fp1889) Facsimile reprint,
large 8vo in red cloth, titles gilt, packet of maps complete inside front cover plus large fold-out map at rear, 600pp in two parts, **also
known as the Mahdist War between the Mahdist Sudanese of the religious leader Muhammad Ahmad bin Abd Alah (the Mahdi) and the forces of
the Khedive of Egypt and later forces of Britain, vg cond, A$65.
223/74. (4655) Corfield, Justin. The Australian Illustrated Enclopaedia of the Boxer Uprising, 1899-1901. Slouch Hat Publications,
Victoria, 2001. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, illus in b/w, extensive biblio, appendices list the bio rolls of the NSW and Victorian Contingents
and the ship's company of HMCS PROTECTOR, pp256, **the 55 day seige of the Peking Legations in 1900. This is the first book to deal with
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all levels of Australian involvement in China at that time, an important reference, new, A$48.
223/75. (5465) Dallas, Gregor. The Final Act: The Roads to Waterloo. Henry Holt & Co, NY, 1996. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, plates,
maps, source notes, massive biblio, index, pp544, **a very detailed account of the dramas leading up to and during the battle of Waterloo,
new cond, A$38.
223/76. (1905) Keown-Boyd, Henry. A Good Dusting : The Sudan Campaigns 1883 -1899. Leo Cooper, London, 1986. 1st ed, small
4to in good d/w, profusely illustrated in colour and bw, maps, appendices, biblio, index, pp301, **the Sudan Campaigns were fought
during the last two decades of the 19th Century. A drama on the grandest scale, vg cond, A$48.
223/77. (5018) Murray, LtCol P.L., RAA (Retd). Records of Australian Contingents to the War in South Africa, 1899-1902. Dept of
Defence, Melbourne, 1911. 1st ed, small 4to in protected green cloth, titles gilt, ex CGS library and ex Ken White library,, full nominal roll of all Australians by unit to serve in the Boer War, pp607, **'this is the very rare 1st ed of Murray's' which is considered most important to the history of Australia's involvement in the war in South Africa 1899-1902, RARE and in solid cond, A$1,800.
223/78. (10498) Newbury, George (ed). The Australian Commonwealth Horse. Ed, Adelaide, 1989. 1st ed, 4to in card covers, desktop published, full rolls of all contingents of the ACH in the Boer war 1899-1902, casualty list and honours and awards, pp107, **the
ACH was formed after Federation in 1901 where all states handed over the responsibility for recruitment for the Boer War to the new Commonwealth, slight moisture stains to lower right corner else vg cond and now scarce, A$55.
223/79. (5140) Parkinson, Roger. The Peninsular War. Hart-Davis MacGibbon, London, 1973. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, ex lib
(discard stamp on prelims), colour and b/w plates, biblio, index, pp208, **the Peninsular War between Britain and France was a war of
vivid contrasts; a war fought in the icy passes of the high Pyrenees and on the burning wastes of the Sierra Morena - part of the 'British at War'
series ed by Ludovic Kennedy, gen good cond, A$24.
223/80. (6460) Pearn, Colonel John. Arms & Aesculapius: Military Medicine in Pre-Federation Queensland: The Queensland Defence Force and its Doctor Soldiers. Amphion Press, Brisbane, 1996. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, profusely illus with historic photos, rolls,
biblio, index, pp245, **documents the evolution of the emergent armed forces in pre-Federation northern Australia, vg cond, A$60.
223/81. (5546) Silver, Lynette Ramsay. Australia's Irish Rebellion: The Battle of Vinegar Hill, 1804. The Watermark Press, Sydney
2002 (fp1983). Revised and expanded edition, large 8vo in card covers, plates, rolls of participants, source notes, index, pp250, **the
story of botched mini-rebellions, failed escape attempts, mutiny, wild rumours, conspiracies, betrayals and personal tragedy. A revelation of the
lives of the key rebels and their enemies against a background of Irish politics in the colonial period good cond, A$25.

Naval
223/82. (10178) "Ship's Company" H.M.A.S BENDIGO: Corvette. Np?,nd? 1st ed? Small 8vo in card covers, profusely illustrated,
nominal roll of ship's company, glossary, pp136, **BENDIGO was one of 60 Corvettes built around Australia in WW2. She served mainly
in the SW Pacific campaign, vg cond and hard to find, A$36.
223/83. (6655) Frame, Tom. The Shores of Gallipoli: Naval Aspects of the ANZAC Campaign. Hale & Iremonger, Sydney, 2000.
1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, biblio, chapter notes, index, pp256, **the RAN played a crucial role in the Gallipoli Campaign. The outstanding achievement of the submarie AE2, the first Allied sub to penetrate the Dardanelles; the heroic work of the RAN Bridging
Train and the joint Turkish-Australian discovery of the sunken AE2 in 1998, vg cond, A$32.
223/84. (4584) Howarth, David. Trafalgar: The Nelson Touch. World Books, London, 1970 (fp1969) Reprint, small 8vo in d/w and
mylar, colour and b/w plates, index, pp256, **an account of the famous battle off the coast of Spain in which Admiral Lord Nelson died; written from the eyes of the men who served at Trafalgar, vg cond, A$25.
223/85. (10151) Lambert, Andrew. TRINCOMALEE: The Last of Nelson's Frigates. Chatham Publishing, London, 2002. 1st ed,
small 4to in good d/w, profusely illustrated in colour and b/w, appendices, index, pp160, **a description of the development, role and
daily life of the frigate in Nelson's time. The TRINCOMALEE has been fully restored and is berthed in Hartlepool UK, vg cond, A$40.
223/86. (9554) Lewis, Dr. Tom. The Submarine Six: Australian Naval Heroes: Waller, Farncomb, Rankin, Dechaineux, Collins,
Sheean. Avonmore Books, Sth Aust, 2011. 1st ed, small 4to in card covers, heavily illustrated in colour and b/w, end notes, biblio,
index, pp201, **the 6 Collins class diesel submarines in Australian service were named for Collins (HMAS Sydney) Waller (HMAS Perth),
Farncomb (HMS Attacker), Rankin (HMAS Yarra), Dechaineux (HMAS Australia) and Sheean (HMAS Armidale)- heroes all, new, A$28.
223/87. (6121) May, Commander W.E., RN & Annis, P.G.W. Swords for Sea Service (in 2 volumes). HMSO/National Maritime
Museum, London, 1970. 1st ed, 2 x folio vols in price-clipped but protected d/ws (sl bumped), inscr in fep, colour plates in frontis,
illus in vol 1, 3 x colour plates, b/w plates in vol 2, vol 1 256pp; vol 2 from 261 to 398, **a continuation of Bosanquet's THE NAVAL
OFFICER'S SWORD (1955); based on the sword collection of the National Maritime Museum at Greenwich. Contains photographs of over 150
swords, dirks and cutlasses; a monumental work, vg cond and scarce, A$120.
223/88. (8115) McAulay, Lex. The Battle of the Bismarck Sea, 3 March 1943. Banner Books, Qld, 2008. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates,
map, appendices, glossary, biblio, index, pp262, **30 minutes that changed the balance of power in New Guinea. A battle for land forces,
fought at sea, won by air. new, A$34.
223/89. (9587) Pfennigwerth, Ian. Tiger Territory: The Untold Story of the Royal Australian Navy in Southeast Asia from 1948 to
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1971. Rosenberg Publishing P/L, Sydney, 2008. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, superior paper, plates and maps, biblio, chapter
notes, appendix, index, pp317, **between 1948 and 1971 the RAN served with almost unnoticed distinction in defending the newly emerging
nations of Malaya, Malaysia and Singapore, new, A$38.
223/90. (7351) Ross, Al. The Destroyer CAMPBELTOWN. Conway Maritime Press, London, 2004 (fp1990). Reprint, oblong large 8vo
in d/w, part of the 'Anatomy of a Ship' series, complete with 1/256th scale fold-out plan, fuly ilus, pp126, **a remarkable portrail of
HMS Campbeltown, famous for the incredible raid on the docks of St Nazaire in WW2, new, A$65.
223/91. (9688) Salmon, Gregor. Navy Divers: The Incredible Story of the Australian Navy's Elite Unit. Ebury Press, Sydney, 2011.
1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, biblio, index, pp292, **the story of the RAN Clearance Divers from WW2 to present day with quite a
lot on their work with SAS, vg cond, A$22.
223/92. (10364) Sforza, PH2 Rick, et al. The Battleship USS NEW JERSEY (BB-62). Surface Strike at Sea. USN/Walsworth Publishing Co, USA, c1988. Poss 1st ed, large 4to in decorated boards, signed by a CO Capt Katz 1988, fully illustrated in colour and b/w,
pp304, **the USS NEW JERSEY, an Iowa Class battleship, was commissioned in 1943 and saw action in the Marshall Islands and Truk in the
Carolinas and various other parts of the SW Pacific theatre. Decomissioned at war's end, she was recommissioned in 1950 for the Korean War
where she saw much action. She also saw much action in the Vietnam War, vg cond, A$65.
223/93. (10436) Surling, Kathryn. HMAS CANBERRA: Casualty of Circumstance. New Holland, Sydney, 2016. 1st ed, trade 8vo in
cardcovers, plates, endnotes, biblio, pp255, **the story of CANBERRA from her commissioning in 1928 to her destruction by the Japanese on 9
Aug 1942. An inspiring true story of mateship, duty and courage, vg cond, A$34.

Special Forces and Airborne
223/94. (9638) Bailey, Roderick. The Wildest Province: SOE in the Land of the Eagle. Vintage Books, London, 2008. 1st ed, small 8vo
in card covers, plates and maps, nominal roll, awards, casualties and code names, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp405, **in 1943 SOE
operatives parachuted into Axis-occupied Albania to link up with the local guerrilla bands, to arm them and hopefully, train them. The hardships
they endured and the casualties high especially as the guerrillas were keener to kill each other than the Germans and Italians; hairy stuff, as new
cond, A$24.
223/95. (10301) Barnes, Katherine. The Sabotage Diaries: The True Story of a Daring Band of Allied Special Forces and their Covert
Operations in Nazi-occupied Greece. Harper Collins, Sydney, 2015. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, chapter notes, biblio,
index, pp417, **the astonishing wartime exploits of engineer Tom Barnes who was parachuted into Greece in 1942 with a team of special operations officers and sappers on Operation HARLING, primarily to destroy a vital railway bridge. It was only the start, vg cond, A$28.
223/96. (10965) Bishop, Patrick. Ground Truth: 3 Para Return to Afghanistan. Harper Press, London, 2009. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, colour plates and maps, glossary, index, pp324, **in Apil 2006 3 Para Battle Group was dispatched to Helmand Province in Afghanistan on what was to become a legendary tour of relentless Taliban attacks in one of the most gruelling campaigns in modern times, vg cond,
A$35.
223/97. (10968) Carruthers, Bob. By Air to Battle: The Official History of the British Paratroops in World War 2. Pen and Sword
Aviation, UK, 2012. (fp1945). Reprint, large 8vo in card covers, maps, pp235, **a compilation of primary accounts of airborne combat told by
the men who paticipated, new, A$32.
223/98. (6123) Cross, J.P. 'A Face Like a Chicken's Backside': An Unconventional Soldier in South-East Asia, 1948-1971. Greenhill
Books, UK, 1996. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, index, pp237, **John Cross spent 10 years in the jungles of Malaya fighting against
Communist revolutionary warfare and training others in the same art, (title comes from a Malay's description of the author), vg cond, A$42.
223/99. (10807) Emerson, Clint. 100 Deadly Skills: Survival Edition: The SEAL Operative's Guide to Surviving in the Wild and Being Prepared for Any Disaster. Touchstone, NY, 2016. Ed?, trade 8vo in card covers, fully illustrated, index, pp257, **a very useful
hand book for the aspiring SF dude, new, A$32.
223/100. (5646) Feldt, Commander Eric A, OBE, RAN. The Coast Watchers. Currey O'Neill, Melbourne, 1981 (fp1946). Reprint, 8vo
in protected d/w, illus, maps, appendix lists,casualties, index, pp240, **the Coast Watchers played a vital role in MacArthur's push
throughout the islands. The NEA (North East Area) sector of AIB, the 'Coast Watchers', were credited with 5,414 Japanese killed and many captured whilst losing very few of their own, vg cond, A$45.
223/101. (8158) Harclerode, Peter. "Go To It": The Illustrated History of the 6th Airborne Division. Bloomsbury Publishing, London, 1990. 1st ed, 4to in good d/w, fully illustrated, biblio, pp192, **the British 6th Airborne Division was raised in 1943 and trained right
up to their first action: D-Day. In 1945 it fought in the 'Battle of the Bulge', the Crossing of the Rhine and the Baltic, vg cond, A$35.
223/102. (5290) Horner, David. SAS: Phantoms of War: A History of the Australian Special Air Service. Allen & Unwin, Sydney,
2002 (fp1989). Updated ed, thick 8vo in card covers, plates and maps, full rolls of service in Borneo and Vietnam, casualty roll, honours and awards, source notes, biblio, index, pp596, **an updated edition of Phantoms of the Jungle to include operations in the '90s in particular East Timor, vg cond, A$38.
223/103. (1179) Horton, D.C. Fire Over the Islands: The Coast Watchers of the Solomons. A.H & A.W. Reed, Sydney, 1970. 1st ed,
8vo in protected d/w and mylar, plates, maps, index, pp256, **the story of Dick Horton's (RANVR) service in the Solomons (Guardalcanal)
as a Coastwatcher incl the rescue of the crew of PT109 (commanded by John F. Kennedy); an important book, vg cond and now scarce, A$45.
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223/104. (291) Horton, Dick. Ring of Fire: Australian Guerrilla Operations Against the Japanese in World War II. Macmillan, Sydney, 1983. 1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, index, pp164, **the Ring of Fire refers to the intensive guerilla operations
mounted by Services Reconnaissance Department (SRD -Australia, Britain and the US) against the Japanese, vg cond and becoming scarce,
A$40.
223/105. (7408) Jennings, Christian & Weale, Adrian.. Green-Eyed Boys: 3 Para and the Battle for Mount Longdon. Harper Collins,
London, 1996. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, maps and diagrams, chapter notes, extensive glossary, biblio, index, pp216, **the
'green-eyed boys' title refers to a clique of junior soldiers in 3 Para who developed their own fantasy culture of aggressive elitism. They proved
themselves in action on 11/12 June 1982 at Mount Longdon at a cost of one quarter of their fighting strength; a rivetting story, vg cond and
uncommon,, A$42.
223/106. (10962) Lee, Betty. Right Man, Right Place, Wrong Time: Commander Eric Feldt, His Life and His Coastwatchers.
Boolarong Press, Qld, 2019. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, colour and b/w plates, colour maps, biblio, endnotes, index, pp318, **in
May 1939 Australia's Naval Intelligence had the foresight to set up a network of men on scattered islands to the north of Australia to watch for
suspicious ship movements. They were very successful, new, A$35.
223/107. (1824) Lucas, James. Kommando: German Special Forces of World War Two. Pen & Sword Books, London, 2014 (fp1985).
Reprint, 8vo in card covers, plates, diagrams, appendices, biblio, index, pp245, **the Germans employed Special Forces widely in WW2.
From the assault on Eben Emael to the Luftwaffe's KG200 and Otto Skorzeny was there in the midst of most of it, vg cond, A$25.
223/108. (2758) Maclean, Fitzroy. Eastern Approaches. Jonathan Cape, London, 1950. 9th impr, 8vo in protected d/w, portrait in
frontis, plates, fold-out maps of the Western Desert and Yugoslavia, index, pp543, **the brilliant Fitzroy Maclean who cut his teeth with
Stirling in the desert and was placed in Yugoslavia to assist the Chetnicks but found that it was Tito and his Communists who were taking the
war up to the Germans. He consequently advised that British support should go to Tito, vg cond, A$48.
223/109. (10969) Michelitti, Eric. Warriors from the Deep: The Extraordinary History of the Combat Swimmers. Histoire & Collections, France, 2005. 1st ed, large 4to in illustrated boards, full colour layouts, biblio, pp207, **A compilation of French, German and Italian modern-day swimmers and combat divers, new, A$45.
223/110. (10255) Milton, Giles. The Ministry of Ungentlemanly Warfare: Churchill's Mavericks, Plotting Hitler's Defeat. John
Murray, London, 2016. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp356, **the story of SOE, its leaders and the
enormous job they had in WW2, (review enclosed), vg cond, A$24.
223/111. (9521) Ramsay Silver, Lynette. Deadly Secrets: The Singapore Raids 1942-45. Sally Milner Publishing, NSW, 2010. 1st ed,
small 4to in card covers, plates & maps, chapter and explanatory notes, biblio, index, pp464, **the story of Operations JAYWICK &
RIMAU carried out by Z Special and led by Ivor Lyons. This book contains more behind the scenes info never before revealed much of which is
contentious and controversial, interesting read, vg cond, A$40.
223/112. (10404) Riddell, James. Dog in the Snow: The Story of the Wartime Middle East Ski School. John Douglas Publishing,
NZ, 2017 (fp 1957). Reprint, large 8vo in d/w, glossy paper, plates and map, indes, pp154, **the story of the Middle East Ski School, the
1st Australian Corps Ski School 1941, IX Army Ski School 1942, Middle East Ski School 1942-43 and Mountain Wing 1942-44 and the Alsatian
dog which accompanied them. Over 20,000 skiers were trained, new, A$60.
223/113. (10437) Steyn, Douw and Soderlund, Arne. Iron Fist From the Sea: South Africa's Seaborne Raiders 1978-1988. Helion &
GG Books, UK, 2015 (fp2014). Reprint with corrections, large 8vo in card covers, colour and b/w plates and diagrams, roll of honour,
biblio, index, pp437, **the story of the clandestine seaborne operations carried out by the 'RECCES' (4 Recon Commando Unit) in around various parts of the African coast. Heavy stuff! vg cond and very scarce here in Australia, A$65.
223/114. (4226) Walker, Richard & Helen. Curtin's Cowboys: Australia's Secret Bush Commandos. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1986.
1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, prev owners stamp in fep, plates, maps, index, biblio, source notes, pp194, **North Australia Observer
Unit, known as the 'Nackeroos', was a 500 strong unit created to watch for Japanese incursions onto mainland Australia in WW2. They were also
trained as 'stay behind' troops once an incursion was made, vg cond and now scarce in 1st ed,, A$85.
223/115. (5401) Walker, Richard & Walker, Helen. Curtin's Cowboys: Australia's Secret Bush Commandos. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1989 (fp1986). 2nd impr, 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, biblio, source notes, index, pp194, **the story of the Northern Australia
Observer Unit (NAOU or Nackeroos) who patrolled the north of Australia in WW2, good cond, A$32.
223/115A (10642) Williams, Michael 'Wings'. Shooting from the Shadows: New Zealand Special Air Service: The 'Wings' Williams
Story. John Douglas Publishing, NZ, 2019. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, colour and b/w plates, biblio, index, pp233, **'Wings' Williams
served in Borneo and Vietnam with the NZ SAS. Although it's his story, he encompassed the stories of many others, new, A$75.
223/116. (5134) Wiseman, John (Lofty). The SAS Survival Handbook. William Collins & Sons, Ltd, London, 1986. Reprint, large
folio 4to in card covers, fully illustrated in colour & b/w, pp288, **a very useful text on the art of survival in any climate, on land and at
sea. Lofty Wiseman served in the British SAS for 26 years vg cond, A$30.
223/117. (5760) Wong Sue, Jack, DCM. (AKR 13) Blood on Borneo. Author, Perth, 2001. 1st card cover ed, 8vo, plates and maps,
pp399, **the legendary Jack Sue (AKR 13) was a member of Z Special in WW2. His exploits were many and varied especially in Borneo as a member of the AGAS operation, vg cond, A$34.
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Vietnam
223/118. (5279) Anderson, Paul. When the Scorpion Stings: The History of the 3rd Cavalry Regiment, Vietnam, 1965-1972. Allen
& Unwin, Sydney, 2002. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and diagrams, full nominal roll, biblio, index, pp318, **documents the role of the
Australian 3 Cav in the Vietnam War, an excellent unit history, new cond and now scarce, A$180.
223/119. (5032) Barr, Marshall. Surgery, Sand and Saigon Tea: An Australian Army Doctor in Vietnam. Allen & Unwin, Sydney,
2001. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, glossary of medical terms, index, pp252, **the story of a young anaethetist's service in the
Vietnam War in 1967-68, vg cond, A$24.
223/120. (4228) Battle, Captain M.R. (ed) The Year of the Tigers: The Second Tour of the 5th Battalion, The Royal Australian Regiment in South Vietnam, 1969-70. Printcraft Press, Sydney, 1970. 1st ed, 4to in fine d/w, fully illus in colour and b/w, full set of fold
-out operational maps, nominal roll, honours and awards,pp207, **an excellent unit history of a very good Australian combat battalion,
now very scarce in 1st ed, close to mint cond, A$175.
223/121. (5415) Breen, Bob. First to Fight: Australian Diggers, NZ Kiwis and US Paratroopers in Vietnam, 1965-66. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1988. 2nd impr, 8vo in d/w, inscription in fep, plates, illustrations, nominal rolls of 1RAR Group, honours and
awards, source notes, biblio, index, pp316, **the story of 1RAR Group which fought as a part of the American 173rd Airborne Brigade; considered the first and last truly ANZUS combat force to fight in war, good cond and scarce, A$110.
223/122. (8287) Brown, Malcolm, MacGladrie, Stuart & Sutton, Candace. You're Leaving Tomorrow: Conscripts and Correspondents Caught up in the Vietnam War. Random House, Sydney, 2009. 1st ed, oblong 8vo in d.w, fully illustrated in b/w, narrative
pictorial, pp210, **three Fairfax journalists take a fresh look at the dramatic events of Australia's involvement in the Vietnam War, new cond,
A$26.
223/123. (7932) Eather, Steve. Get the Bloody Job Done: The Royal Australian Navy Helicopter Flight-Vietnam and the 135th Assault Helicopter Company 1967-1971. A&U, Sydney, 1998. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, appendices contain honour roll,
unit awards, nominal roll of RANHFV by contingent, notes, biblio, index, pp166, **the story of a small group of Australian naval pilots
and sailors who served with distinction in Vietnam, vg cond and now hard to find, A$55.
223/124. (9298) Ekins, Ashley (with Ian McNeill) Fighting to the Finish: The Australian Army and the Vietnam War 1968-1975.
Official History of Australia's Involvement in Southeast Asian Conflicts 1948-1975: A&U/AWM, Sydney, 2012. 1st ed, very thick
small 4to in d/w, profusely illustrated in colour and b/w, appendices, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp1139, **it's taken close to 40
years to see this last volume (vol 9) in the series on Southeast Asian conflicts. A most competent work, new, A$120.
223/125. (5041) Hall, Robert A. Combat Battalion: The Eighth Battalion in Vietnam. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 2000. 1st ed, 8vo in
card covers, b/w plates and maps, source notes, extensive biblio, index, pp308, **explores the life of Australian infantrymen of 8RAR in
the Vietnam War, a good read, vg cond, A$48.
223/126. (8346) Ham, Paul. Vietnam: The Australian War. Harper Collins, Sydney, 2007. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, plates, appendices, source notes, biblio, index, pp814, **the Australian forces applied tactics that were very different from those of the Americans. Guided
by their commanders experience of jungle combat in Malaya and Borneo, Australian troops operated with stealth, deception and restraint, an
outstanding contribution to the history of our most controversial conflict, vg con, A$48.
223/127. (2619) Holloway, David. Hooves, Wheels and Tracks: A History of the 4th/19th Prince of Wales Light Horse Regiment
and It's Predecessors. Regimental Trustees 4/19 PWLH, Melbourne, 1990. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, colour and b/w plates (colour
portrait of HRH Prince Charles in frontis), maps, appendices, end notes, index, pp850, **traces the history of the 4th/19th Prince of
Wales Light Horse Regiment and it's many predecessors over 130 years; the first Australian APC unit to serve in Vietnam, an excellent history,
vg cond, A$110.
223/128. (4906) Horner, David. (ed) Duty First: The Royal Australian Regiment in War and Peace. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1990.
1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w and mylar, plates, maps, biblio, source notes, index, pp525, **the first complete history of the RAR, provides a
well-researched account of each of nine battalions on active service in Vietnam, vg cond, A$65.
223/129. (7728) Lockhaert, Greg. The Minefield: An Australian Tragedy in Vietnam. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 2007. 1st ed, trade
8vo in card covers, plates and maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp306, **an explanation of the origins and consequences of Brigadier
Stuart Graham's tragic and crazy decision to lay an 11 km long minefield in Vietnam in 1967. Two of the rules of laying defensive minefield are
they must be covered by observation and by fire - this had neither and, as a consequence, the VC removed half of them and used them to great
effect against our own troops especially 8RAR in the Long Hai's in 1970, new, A$35.
223/130. (6931) McHugh, Siobhan. Minefields and Miniskirts: Australian Women and the Vietnam War. Doubleday Books, Melbourne, 1993. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, colour plates, b/w plates, endnotes, index, pp295, **up to 1,000 Australian women served
in Vietnam as entertainers, army and civilian nurses, secretaries, consular staff and more. This is the personal stories of over 50 women who were
deeply involved in the war, vg cond, A$28.
223/131. (5881) Modystack, Neville J. The Pony Soldiers: The Australian Light Horse, Vietnam, 1965-1966. AMHP, Sydney, 2003.
1st ed, large 8vo in illus boards, nominal roll, appendices, index, pp112, **the combat experiences of 1 Troop, A Sqn, 4th/19th Prince of
Wales Light Horse in Vietnam. The were equipped with US M113 APCs. They were part of the 1 RAR group attached to the 173rd Airborne
Brigade in Bien Hoa, new cond, A$45.
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223/132. (5003) Newman, Major K.E. (ed) The ANZAC Battalion: A Record of the Tour of 2nd Battalion, the Royal Australian Regiment & 1st Battalion, RNZIR in South Vietnam, 1967-68. Burridge, Perth, 1995. (fp1968) Reprint, 4to in cloth with gilt titles, colour
and b/w plates, nominal roll, roll of honour, index, pp175, **2RARs 1st tour of Vietnam with the addition of two NZ Rifle Companies
(Victor & Whisky) and their 23 operations in Phuoc Tuy and Bien Hoa Provinces including the Tet Offensive in 1968, (lacks the maps from the
1st ed), new, A$65.
223/133. (1446) O’Neill, Robert. Vietnam Task: The 5th Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment, 1966/67. Cassell, Australia, 1995.
(fp1968). Reprint, 8vo in mint d/w, plates, maps, index, roll of honour, honours and awards, pp263, **5RARs 1st Tour of Vietnam
1966/67. The author was the Battalion Int Officer as Major O'Neill. Most of the book was written as it happened. He went on to become one of our
best war historians, vg cond, A$65.
223/134. (6286) O'Brien, Michael. Conscripts and Regulars: With the Seventh Battalion in Vietnam. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1995.
1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, appendices list roll of honour (both tours), decorations and awards, key appointments (both tours), source notes, biblio, index, pp311, **an amalgam of the two tours served in Vietnam by 7th Battalion, Royal Australian
Regiment, vg cond and scarce, A$120.
223/135. (5043) O'Farrell, Terry, OAM. Behind Enemy Lines: An Australian SAS Soldier in Vietnam. Allen & Unwin, Sydney,
2001. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, plates and diagrams, service history incl honours and awards, glossary, index, pp250, **an honest,
personal account of one man's career as a soldier in the Australian SAS, vg cond, A$24.
223/136. (5375) O'Keefe, Brendan. Medicine at War: Medical Aspects of Australia's Involvement in Southeast Asian Conflicts,
1950-1972. (The Official History of Australia's Involvement in South-East Asian Conflicts 1948-1975). Allen & Unwin/AWM, Sydney, 1994. 1st ed, thick 8vo in protected d/w, plates, maps, rolls of medical pers who served in Vietnam, health and casualty statistics
of Malaya, Borneo and Vietnam, extensive end notes, biblio, index, pp505, **the third volume of the official history - a vital reference, spine
slightly sunned else vg cond and hard to find, A$95.
223/137. (4168) Palmer, Alexander. Vietnam Veterans: Honours and Awards. Military Minded, Perth, 1995. 1st ed, 4to in card covers, plates, citations of all imperial awards for Australian forces in the Vietnam War, **a required reference, vg cond, A$40.
223/138. (3950) Pemberton, Gary (ed). Vietnam Remembered. Lansdowne, Sydney, 1993 (fp1990) Reprint, 4to in d/w, plates, inscription in fep, full listing of all Australians who served in Vietnam by unit, pp292, **an important reference as it is the only book apart
from the official DVA roll, of all Australians who served, vg cond, A$80.
223/139. (8020) Pound, Gordon. What Soldiers Do: An Australian Artilleryman in Vietnam. AMHP, Sydney, 2008. 1st ed, large 8vo
in laminated boards, plates, appendices list nominal rolls of 105 & 107 Field Batteries deployed in Vietnam 1965 and 1970, index,
pp289, **the experiences of a young British man who joined the Australian Army as a Gunner and served in Vietnam with both 105 and 107
Btys, an interesting perspective from a non-infantry participant, new, A$35.
223/140. (10420) Rooney, Roger. True North: Volcano Mountain Publishing, AustNZ, 2018. 2nd ed, trade 8vo in card covers, maps,
pp288, **a NOVEl set in Vietnam in 1962 and concentrates on the activities of the AATTV, new, A$24.
223/141. (9697) Smith, Alan H. Do Unto Others: Counter Bombardment in Australia's Military Campaigns. Big Sky Publishing,
Sydney, 2011. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, review included, plates and maps, appendices, endnotes, biblio, index, ppindex, pp406, **a
comprehensive account of the history of counter-bombardment including the development of Australian techniques, equipment and procedures
from 1899 (Boer War) through to the Vietnam War, vg cond, A$38.
223/142. (9516) Smith, Terry. Training the Bodes: Australian Army Advisers Training Cambodian Infantry Battalions - A Postscript to the Vietnam War. Big Sky Publishing/AHU, Canberra, 2011. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, profusely illustrated, appendices list nominal rolls, endnotes, index, pp215, **a small group of Australian AATTV advisers, which never numbered more than 30
Officers, WOs & SNCOs were dispatched to Cambodia to assist with their efforts against the enemy. Described as 'one of the most successful foreign internal defence missions of the Vietnam War’, vg cond, A$46.
223/143. (9132) Speedy, Max & Ray, Bob (eds) A Bloody Job Well Done: The History of the Royal Australian Navy Helicopter
Flight Vietnam 1967-1971. Crest, ACT, 2011 (fp2008). 2nd ed, 4to in card covers, colour and b/w plates, nominal and honour rolls,
pp437, **a first and only Experimental Military Unit (call-sign EMU) with which four contingents of Australian Fleet Air Arm men were a fully
integrated and close knit part in the height of the Vietnam War from 1967-1971, vg cond, A$46.
223/144. (10435) Strevens, Steven. The Jungle Dark. Macmillan, Sydney, 2015. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, colour and b/w
plates, biblio, index, pp295, **the story of Frank Hunt and the soldiers of 3 Pl, A Coy, 6RAR 1969. Frank was the inspiration for Redgum's
song 'I was only 19', vg cond, A$28.
223/145. (72) Webb, Lt. J.R. (RNZIR( (ed). Mission in Vietnam: The Tour in South Vietnam of 4RAR/NZ (Anzac) Bn and 104 Field
Battery June 1968 - May 1969. Burridge, Perth, 1989 (fp1969). Reprint, 4 to in d/w, narrative pictorial (some colour plates), full rolls,
roll of honour, honours and awards incl citations, maps of all operations, pp130, **an excellent unit history, new, A$65.
223/146. (6658) Webster, Dave & Ellis, Ross (eds). 7 RAR: The Two Tours 1967-68 and 1970-71: Through a Soldier's Lens. 7RAR
Association, Sydney, 2004, 1st ed, large folio size in d/w, fully illus in colour and b/w, full nominal rolls, roll of honour, pp365, **a
sensational amalgamation volume of the tours of Sth Vietnam by 7RAR (the 'Pig' Battalion). A collection of some of the best photos taken up there
by ordinary diggers. An important addition to our unit history collection, vg cond and now hard to find, A$180.
223/147. (2739) Williams, Captain Iain McLean. Vietnam : A Pictorial History of the Sixth Battalion The Royal Australian Regiment 1966-67. Sixth Battalion, 1967. 1st ed, 4to in d/w and mylar, fully illus with plates, maps, rolls, honours and awards, honour
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roll, pp250 **6RARs first tour of Vietnam, a valuable addition to our history of the war, bumped and shelf-word d/w else good cond, and
now hard to find, A$130.

The Great War 1914-1918
223/148. (7794) Allan, Lieutenant P.V. (et al). The Thirty-Ninth: The History of the 39th Battalion, Australian Imperial Force. G.W.
Green & Soms, P/L, Melbourne, 1934. 1st ed, large 8vo in original dark blue boards, portrait in frontis (LtCol Paterson), plates and 11
fold-out maps of much of the Western Front, honours and awards, honour roll, nominal roll, index, pp371 **the 39th Bn, AIF, a Victorian unit, saw action at Messines, Ypres, Broodseinde, Passechendaele, the Somme, Amiens, Mont St. Quentin and the Hindenburg Line among
others. This book is one of the best unit histories produced and is in close to 'mint' cond thus very scarce, A$475.
223/149. (4617) ANZAC Memorial, 25 April 1915. ANZAC Memorial, 25 April 1915. The Returned Soldier's Association, Sydney
1917. (fp 25 Apr 1916). 2nd ed, 8vo in decorated cloth boards, full rolls by unit of those killed from Aug 1914 to 1917, index, plates of
decorations, gallery of honour, pp513, **one of the most important Australian books of the Great War, excellent cond and now scarce,
A$120.
223/150. (7206) Austin, Ron. Gallipoli Encyclopedia: Australians in the 1915 Dardanelles Campaign. Slouch Hat Publications, Victoria, 2005. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, signed by the author, profusely illus, appendices, honours and awards (9 x VCs to Australians,
30 x British and 1 x NZ), biblio, pp288, **contains over 1,000 entries; vital reference (AIF), new, A$48.
223/151. (4475) Austin, Ron. Forward Undeterred: The History of the 23rd Battalion, 1915-1918. Slouch Hat Pubs, Victoria, 1998. 1st
ed, 8vo in d/w, superior paper, plates, full rolls, casualty list, index, pp311, **the 23rd was a Victorian battalion which served on Gallipoli
(late) and the Western Front for the duration of the war winning major battle honours (one VC won by Pte Robert Mactier), a good unit history,
new, A$75.
223/152. (4929) Austin, Ron. As Rough as Bags: The History of the 6th Battalion, 1st AIF, 1914-1919. R.J & S.P. Austin, Melbourne,
1992. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w and mylar, plates, full rolls incl honour roll, index, biblio, appendices, honours and awards, pp394, **a
very good unit history of a very good 1st AIF battalion which saw action right through WW1, led by LtCol Gordon Bennett. The Bn lost 1,100
men in action on Gallipoli and the Western Front, vg cond, out of print and now scarce, A$150.
223/153. (10522) Ayton, Philip Owen. Hell of a Time: An Australian Soldier's Diary of the Great War. Text Publishing, Melbourne,
2019. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, colour, sepia and b/w plates, map, index, pp287, **one of the last undiscovered Australian accounts
of the Great Wa. It is a remerkable, vivid and vital story of survival, as new cond, A$32.
223/154. (6217) Bairnsfather, Bruce. Bullets & Billets. Grant Richards, London, 1916. 1st ed, small 8vo in red buckram with illus
titles, plates, portrait in frontis (with cellophane intact), pp304, **the humerosities of Captain Bruce Bairnsfather in the trenches of the Western Front where he created 'Old Bill', the indefatigible and laconic trench survivor, very tight and bright condition with the ineviatble foxing, gen vg cond and scarce in this ed, A$75.
223/155. (4644) Bean, C.E.W. ANZAC to Amiens: A Shorter History of the Australian Fighting Services in the First World War.
AWM, Canberra, 1968 (fp1946). 5th impr, 8vo in red buckram, plates, maps, index, pp567, **Bean was the Official Australian War Historian and was responsible for the 12 volume Official History of the War. This is a preceised version encapsulating all campaigns in which Australians fought, vg cond, A$45.
223/156. (876) Belford, Capt Walter C. Legs Eleven: the History of the 11th Battalion, 1st AIF. Burridge, Perth, 1992 (fp1940). Reprint, thick 8vo in printed boards, plates, maps, nominal index, pp540, **one of the famous WA Battalions in WW1 and one of the best
histories produced, vg cond and now scarce, A$200.
223/157. (5366) Bostock, Henry P. The Great Ride. Artlook, Perth 1982. 1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, plates, maps, colour plate of
'Into Damascus' by H. Septimus Rowe, inscr on title page, appendices, pp232, **Harry Bostock rode with the 10th Light Horse Regiment
and the 3rd Light Horse Brigade Scouts serving in Egypt, Nth Africa, Sinai, Palestine, Lebanon and the Egyptian Rising in 1919; a great read, vg
cond and difficult to find, A$75.
223/158. (5652) Burke, Keast (ed). With Horse and Morse in Mesopotamia: The Story of ANZACS in Asia. Burridge, Perth, nd?
(fp1927). Facsimile reprint, 4to in gilt titles on blue boards, profusely illus with plates and maps, full rolls incl NZ and Allies, pp200,
**the histories of 1st Aust. Pack Wireless Signal Troop, the NZ Wireless Signal Troop, 1st Aust & NZ Wireless Signal Squadron, 1st Cavalry
Div Signal Sqn, Light Motor Wireless Sections, the Australians of 'Dunsterforce' and Australian Nurses in India, new cond and scarce,
A$185.
223/159. (10505) Burness, Peter. 1918: Villers-Bretonneux to Le Hamel: Australians on the Western Front. DVA, Canberra, 2008. 1st
ed, oblong 4to in card covers, fully illustrated in b/w with some colour, pp108, **a commemorative book celebrating the battles of VillersBretonneux and El Hamel, outstanding collection of photos, vg cond, A$40.
223/160. (2637) Burness, Peter. The Nek: The Tragic Charge of the Light Horse at Gallipoli. Kangaroo Press, NSW, 1996. 1st ed,
trade 8vo in card covers, map in frontisp, plates, chapter notes, index, pp168, **on 7 August 1915, in an ill-fated attempt to break the
stalemate at Gallipoli, hundreds of Australian Light Horsemen repeatedly charged the massed rifles and MGs of the Turkish defenders; total disaster, good cond and now hard to find, A$45.
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223/161. (16) Chataway, Lieut. T.P. History of the 15th Battalion, AIF, 1914-1918. William Brooks, Brisbane, 1948. 1st ed, 8vo in
stained buckram boards, plates, new eps, full nominal roll, casualty roll, honours and awards, pp327, **the 15th Bn was part of the 4th
Brigade, 1 Division and saw active service at Gallipoli and right through the Western Front Campaign, vg cond and very scarce, A$300.
223/162. (9259) Corfield, Robin S. Don't Forget Me Cobber: The Battle of Fromelles. Miegunyah Press, Melbourne, 2009 (fp2000).
Revised & updated ed, large 8vo in d/w, many illustrations, Australia, British and German Rolls of Honour, chapter notes, index,
pp505, **the disasterous Fromelles attack on the night of 19 July 1916 where the British and Australian AIF units took over 6,500 casualties to
the German losses of just 500, vg cond, A$75.
223/163. (5610) Dollman, Lieut-Col W. VD & Skinner, Sgt H.M, MM. The Blue and Brown Diamond: A History of the 27th Battalion, Australian Imperial Force, (on Active Service) 1915-1919. Lonnen & Cope, Adelaide, 1921. 1st ed, 8vo in brown cloth with coloured.` titles, refreshed spine, plates and maps, appendices, honours and awards, casualty list, pp228, **the 27th Bn, AIF, 7th Brigade
originated in South Australia and saw service on Gallipoli and all over the Western Front in particular Amentieres, the Somme, Passchendaele,
Bullecourt and Villers-Bretonneaux, a rare unit history in vg cond, A$450.
223/164. (10214) Dowson, John. Off to War: WW1 1914-1918. TFS Corporation, Ltd, Fremantle, 2014. 1st ed, large oblong 4to in card
covers, signed by the author, fully illustrated in colour and b/w, errata sip in fep, biblio, index, pp112, **a WW1 1914-18 centenary
commemorative souvenir. An outstanding work by on of Fremantle's very good local historians, new, A$32.
223/165. (10511) Fairey, Eric. The 38th Battalion, AIF. Cambridge Press, Bendigo, 1920. 1st ed, small 8vo in restored bindings, new
eps, card covers, plates, full nominal rolls, honours and awards, pp110, **the 38th was raised in Bendigo in 1916 and saw much action on
the Western Front in particular the Somme and in Belgium at Ypres, Messines and Passchendaele. The 38th were up to their neck in it! some use
of whiteout in the nominal roll else good cond and very hard to find, A$200.
223/166. (6393) Gill, Ian. Fremantle to France: 11th Battalion AIF, 1914-1919. Author/Advance Press, Perth, 2003. 1st ed, thick 8vo
in protected d/w, signed by the author, plates, maps, nominal rolls, honour roll, biblio, nominal index, pp638, **a well researched history of the 11th Bn, AIF, mint cond and now RARE, A$350.
223/167. (29) Gorman, Captain E. MC. With the Twenty-Second: A History of the 22nd Battalion, A.I.F. HH. Champion, Melbourne, 1919. 1st ed, small 4to in stained covers, signed by 25 members on the inside cover, colour patch remains bright on cover,
drawing by Will Dyson in frontis. profusely illustrated, full nominal roll, honour roll, pp132 + 8 pages of full group photos, **the
22nd Bn, AIF saw active service on Gallipoli and the Western Front at Poziers, Mouquet Farm, Ypres, the Somme, Bullecourt and many other
areas, signs of some moisture damage and rough around the edges else in solid cond. A RARE BOOK INDEED! A$300.
223/168. (1699) Gray, Anne. A. Henry Fullwood: War Paintings. AWM, Canberra, 1983. 1st ed, oblong 8vo in d/w, fully illus in
colour and b/w, pp95, **a contemporary of Streeton and Roberts, Fullwood contributed to the development of a distinctly Australian vision in
late 19th c landscape painting. This book discusses Fullwood in depth and evaluates the artist’s achievements as a war artist in WW1, vg cond,
A$35.
223/169. (5337) Hall, Rex. The Desert Hath Pearls. The Hawthorn Press, Melbourne, 1975. 1st ed, large 8vo in mint d/w and mylar,
plates (one coloured), index, pp219, **an excellent first hand account of service on Gallipoli, with the Australian 2nd Light Horse Regiment,
AIF and then service with the Imperial Camel Corps in the Sinai Desert in 1916 - many other valuable reminiscences of life during and after the
War, vg cond, A$88.
223/170. (7069) Hatwell, Jeff. No Ordinary Determination: Percy Black and Harry Murray of the First AIF. Fremantle Arts Centre
Press, Fremantle, 2005. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, signed by the author, plates and maps, source notes, biblio, index, pp303,
**Percy Black, DSO, DCM, C d G (KIA at Bullecourt April 1917) and Harry Murray, VC, CMG, DSO & Bar, DCM, C d G, were two of the
bravest and most capable Australian soldiers ever to depart these shores. Both started off as Private soldiers and won DCMs on Gallipoli in 1915,
vg cond, A$45.
223/171. (10086) Helmi, Nadine and Fischer, Gerhard. The Enemy at Home: German Internees in World War 1 Australia. UNSW
Press, Sydney, 2011. 1st ed, large 8vo in printed boards, profusely illustrated, notes, biblio sources, pp245, **about 7000 people of German and Austrian descent were interned in Australia during WW1, talented Bavarian photographer Paul Dubotzki was among them. Holsworthy, Berrima and Trial Bay were the camp locations. This is Dubotzski's record, vg cond, A$28.
223/172. (5481) Laffin, John. The Battle of Hamel: The Australian's Finest Victory. Kangaroo Press, Sydney, 1999. 1st ed, 8vo in
card covers, plates, appendices, glossary, general index and unit index, pp176, **the brilliant Australian leader General John Monash devised a plan to assault the German line at Le Hamel on the Western Front. He was thoroughly organised and predicted the battle would be over in
90 minutes - it actually took 93 minutes! Excellent, as new cond, A$32.
223/173. (4882) Lawrence, T.E. Seven Pillars of Wisdom: A Triumph. Jonathan Cape, London, 1935 (1st public ed 1935). 1st public
ed, large 8vo in gold embossed brown buckram with lovely patina, inscr in fep, drawn portrait plates and fold-out maps, place name
index, appendices contain rolls of Hejaz Armoured Car Company and the Ten-Pounder Talbot Battery, pp672, **Lawrence wrote his
classic book after a very successful war leading the Arabs against the Turks, considered one of the most important books on war especially political
and guerrilla warfare, slight separation of frontispiece, no foxing, slight nibbling to edges, tight spine, vg cond of an early printing,
A$145.
223/174. (8778) Longmore, Capt. C. "Eggs-a-Cook": The Story of the Forty-Fourth: War - as the Digger Fought It. Hesperian Press/
Longmore Estate, 2010 (fp1921). A facsimile of Captain Cyril Longmore's own copy, complete with his margin notes etc, 8vo in d/w,
plates, nominal roll, pp184+ roll, **the 44th Bn, AIF originated in Western Australia and fought on the Western Front France. Over 32,000 of
the 330,00 Australians in the 1st AIF were from WA and over 6,000 died on active service.This facsimile edition is quite unique with the margin
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notes, new, A$80.
223/175. (10132) Lynch, E.P.F. Somme Mud: The Experiences of an Infantryman in France, 1916-1919. Index Books, London, 2008
(fp2006). Reprint, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, glossary, pp347, **one of the great WW1 books. Up there with 'Her Soldiers We' and
'All Quiet', vg cond and hard to find in h/b, A$40.
223/176. (10827) Macksey, Kenneth. From Triumph to Disaster: The Fatal Flaws of German Generalship from Moltke to Guderian.
Greenhill Books, London, 1996. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, biblio, index, pp240, **an examination of the inherent flaws in the German military system and its generalship focusing on the two World Wars plus preceeding conflicts, vg cond, A$34.
223/177. (5579) McKenzie, Lieutenant-Colonel K.W. MC. The Story of the Seventeenth Battalion, AIF in the Great War, 1914-1918.
Shipping Newspapers, Sydney, 1946. 1st ed, 8vo in green cloth with black titles, plates and maps, nominal roll, honour roll, honours
and awards, (incl Pte William Jackson, VC on the Western Front in 1916), appendices, pp376, **the 17th was a well credentialled NSW
unit with a heritage stretching back to Suakin in 1885. It served on Gallipoli and the Western Front at Pozieres, the Somme, Bapaume, Bullecourt,
Ypres, Menin Road, Amiens, Mont St Quentin and the Hindenburg Line, a very scarce unit history in mint cond, A$480.
223/178. (10954) McMullin, Ross. Pompey Elliott at War: In His Own Words. Scribe, Melbourne, 2017. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected
d/w, plates, chapter notes, index, pp524, **Pompey Elliott is considered one of our best fighting generals st Gallipoli and the Western Front.
This book is packed with letters he wrote to various family members and others. Great stuff. vg cond, A$45.
223/179. (4194) Olden, LtCol A.C.N., DSO. Westralian Cavalry in the War: The Story of the Tenth Light Horse Regiment, AIF, in
the Great War, 1914-1918. Alexander McCubbin, Melbourne, 1921. 1st ed, large volume rebound in fuller-moroccan in slip case with
accompanying map packet, inscr in fep, nominal rolls (by reinforcement), honours and awards, (incl Throssel's VC), roll of honour,
pp390 **a RARE book - one of Australia's most celebrated Light Horse units which served on Gallipoli as Infantry and then right through the
Sinai-Palestine Campaign, beautifully restored by Andy the Perth bookbinder, A$450.
223/180. (4425) Pedersen, P.A. Monash as Military Commander. MUP, Melbourne, 1985. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, index,
extensive biblio, source notes, pp363, **a detailed and dispassionate account of Sir John Monash's development as a military commander before
and during WW1.Commanding the 4th Infantry Brigade, AIF at age 49, he went on to become one of the best generals on the entire Western
Front, vg cond and now scarce, A$95.
223/181. (10334) Pedersen, Peter. ANZAC Treasures: The Gallipoli Collection of the Australian War Memorial. Murdoch Books,
Sydney, 2014. 1st ed, large 4to in d/w, profusely illustrated in colour and b/w, glossary and abbreviationsnotes, end notes, index,
pp422, **Peter Pedersen is an AWM historian and has earned his keep with this outstanding contribution to our military history, as new cond,
A$85.
223/182. (10809) Perry, Roland. ANZAC Sniper: The Extraordinary Story of Stan Savige, From Gallipoli Marksman to WW2 General. ABC Books, Sydney, 2018. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, biblio, endnotes, index, pp383, **the remarkable career of Stan
Savige (later known as 'Old Stan' in WW2). He is also the founder of Legacy in Australia, new, A$34.
223/183. (6133) Robson, L.L. The First A.I.F.: A Study of its Recruitment 1914-1918. MUP, Melbourne, 1970. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w,
plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp227, **the 1st Australian Imperial Force in the Great War was 417,000 strong of which over 60,000
were killed. Conscription was attempted twice but the Australian people reject it - an important study in politics and disunity at a very trying
time, vg cond and scarce in hard-back, A$32.
223/184. (5909) Simpson, Cameron. Maygar's Boys: A Biographical History of the 8th Light Horse Regiment, AIF, 1914-1919. 'Just
Soldiers' Publications, Victoria, 1998. 1st ed, large 4to in mint d/w, plates and maps, index, pp308, **an A to Z biographical listing of
all who served in the 8th LH in WW1 under LtCol Leslie Maygar, VC, DSO. The 8th LH served on Gallipoli (particularly at 'The Nek') and then
the Sinai-Palestine Campaign including the ride on Beersheeba, new, A$120.
223/185. (9952) Steel, Nigel. The Battlefields of Gallipoli: Then and Now (1990). Leo Cooper, London, 1990. 1st ed, 8vo in protected
d/w, plates, maps, biblio, index, pp246, **75 years after the debacle that was Gallipoli, vg cond, A$32.
223/186. (10350) Stevenson, Robert. To Win the Battle: The 1st Australian Division in the Great War, 1914-1918. Cambridge Uni
Press, Melbourne, 2013. st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, abbreviations, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp290, **in
1915 the 1st Div led the way ashore on Gallipoli later seizing and holding Lone Pine. In 1916 it's first victory on the Western Front came at
Pozieres and proceeded in this fashion till 1918 but losing many thousands of men in the process, new, A$50.
223/187. (10508) Stone, Barry. The Desert ANZACS: The Forgotten Conflicts in the Deserts of Mesopotamia, North Africa and
Palestine. Hardie Grant Books, Melbourne, 2014. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, one plate (Camel Corps), biblio, pp302, **an amalgam of stories from the Sudan War in 1885 through to the Siege of Tobruk in 1941, vg cond, A$25.
223/188. (7905) Tyquin, Michael. Madness and the Military: Australia's Experience of the Great War. AMHP, Sydney, 2006. 1st ed,
large 8vo in protected d/w, clean & tidy ex lib copy, plates, end-notes, biblio, index, pp180, **a scholarly analysis of Australian soldiers
who suffered psychologically in the First World War, vg cond, A$25.
223/189. (10118) Wren, Eric. Randwick to Hargicourt: History of the 3rd Battalion, AIF. Ronald G. McDonald, Sydney, 1935. 1st ed,
large 8vo in fully restored bindings, quarter moroccan and blue buckram in like slipcase, 5 raised bands to spine, all titles and decorations gilt, plates, maps, footnotes, nominal roll incl casualty list, complete with many photos, pp399, **the 3rd Bn, AIF was raised in
NSW and saw active service on Gallipoli, the Western Front. This book was deaccessioned from the library of the Official Historian at Victoria
Barracks Paddington, an outstanding rescue of a very valuable unit history, RARE, A$475.
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223/190. (4304) Wrench, C.M. (MC). Campaigning With the Fighting 9th: In and Out of the Line with the Ninth Battalion AIF.
Boolarong, Qld, 1985. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, general index, personal index, biblio, extensive endnotes, appendices,
honour roll, honours and awards, pp598, **the 9th was the first unit ashore at ANZAC. It served with distinction on Gallipoli and the Western Front losing 3,525 men KIA and WIA, vg cond, A$120.
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223/191. (10967) (various authors) The Sniper Anthology: Snipers of the Second World War. Pelican/Frontline Publishing, UK,
2012. 1st ed , large 8vo in d/w, plates, pp206, **an anthology of stories by 10 authors describing the activities of the world's best snipers of
WW2, new, A$50.
223/192. (10358) Alexander, Col. Joseph H, USMC (Retd) et al. The Battle History of the U.S. Marines: A Fellowship of Valor. Harper Perennial, USA, 1999 (fp1997). Reprint, 4to in card covers, fully illustrated, appendices, biblio, index, pp413, **covers nearly two
centuries of battles from the Revolutionary War (1775-1783) to Somalia (1992-1994), good cond, A$32.
223/193. (10831) Anderson, Nicholas. The Battle of Milne Bay 1942 (Australian Army Campaign Series #24). AHU/Big Sky, Sydney, 2018. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, profusely illustrated, biblio, index, pp215, **the story of the bitter battle waged by the Japanese
in trying to capture Milne Bay fom a small force of Australian Regulars and Reserve troops in 1942, new A$34.
223/194. (6958) Asada, Teruhiko. The Night of a Thousand Suicides: The Japanese Outbreak at Cowra. Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 1970 (fp1967 - trans from the Japanese). 1st English ed, 8vo in good d/w, plates, pp125, **on the 5th August 1944, 1,000 Jap POWs
attempted to escape from the Cowra POW camp - 231 met their deaths with many more wounded. Told from the Japanese side, vg cond and
scarce, A$28.
223/195. (10464) Braithwaite, Richard Wallace. Fighting Monsters: An Intimate History of the Sandakan Tragedy. Australian
Scholarly, Melbourne, 2016. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, source notes, appendices show a chronology, index, pp530, **only
6 soldiers escaped the carnage of the Sandakan Death March of 1945 in North Borneo, the worst atrocity ever inflicted on Australian soldiers, The
author's father was one of the 6. A harrowing story, vg cond, A$32.
223/196. (10405) Briggs, Stan and Les. Ike's Marines: 36th Australian Infantry Battalion, 1939-1945. AMHP, Sydney, 2003 (fp1967).
Reprint, 8vo in hard illustrated boards, plates, map, roll of honour, nominal and general index, battle honours of both world wars,
pp231, **the story of an Australian Infantry Battalion and its part in the war against Japan. The 36th saw action at Buna-Gona, Sanananda Rd
and the SW Pacific campaign, new, A$60.
223/197. (4980) Brune, Peter. We Band of Brothers: A Biography of Ralph Honner, Soldier and Statesman. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 2000. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, biblio, index, source notes, pp307, **Ralph Honner was the revered CO of the 39th Bn
(Militia) on the Kokoda Track and, along wth other more experience battalions (2/14th et al), stopped the Japs in their tracks. His fighting withdrawal was called a 'retreat' by generals who knew no better, vg cond, A$45.
223/198. (9635) Cobb, Matthew. The Resistance: The French Fight Against the Nazis. Simon & Schuster, London, 2009. 1st ed, large
8vo in d/w, plates, glossary, biographical notes on those who survived the war, biblio, chapter notes, index, pp403, **describes acts of
courage, self-sacrifice and betrayal how this powerful modern myth came to be forged, as new cond, A$28.
223/199. (10468) Cunningham, Michele. Hell on Earth: Sandakan - Australia's Greatest War Tragedy. Hachette, Sydney, 2013. 1st
ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plate and maps, biblio, chapter notes, timeline, index, pp335, **the author's father was one of the six survivors of the Death March. A good example of the depths of depravity the Japanese had sunk to in WW2, vg cond, A$26.
223/200. (5118) Dank, Milton. The French Against the French: Collaboration and Resistance. Cassell, London, 1978 1st ed, large
8vo in protected d/w, plates, source notes, extensive biblio, roll 'dramatis personae', chronology, index, pp365, **known in France as
'The Time of Shame' - why did the vast majority of the French support Marshall Petain and his Vichy government that tied France to the Nazis?
Eventually there came a civil war with many thousands killed, an excellent overview, vg cond, A$26.
223/201. (4236) Dawson, Christopher. To Sandakan: The Diaries of Charlie Johnstone, Prisoner of War, 1942-45. Allen & Unwin,
Sydney, 1995. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, inscr, plates, maps, index, officer rolls, biblio, pp120, **the horror of Australia's greatest wartime
disaster, told in the words of one of the survivors, vg cond and now hard to find, A$38.
223/202. (5452) Dornan, Peter. The Silent Men: Syria to Kokoda and on to Gona. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1999. 1st ed, 8vo in card
covers, maps (no plates), pp201, **the story of the incredible heroism of Bruce Kingsbury, VC and the rest of the eleven man section of the
2/14th Bn, AIF who got stuck into the Japs at Isurava on the Kokoda Track. They were awarded one VC, one DCM and four MMs (whew!), vg
cond, A$28.
223/203. (2677) Edgar, Bill. Warrior of Kokoda: A Biography of Brigadier Arnold Potts. A&U, Sydney, 1999. 1st ed, 8vo in card
covers, plates, maps, biblio, index, pp318, **one of the Army History series, an excellent soldier treated poorly by Blamey but not by history,
vg cond and now scarce in 1st ed, A$32.
223/204. (10493) Edwards, John. John Curtin's War: Vol 1: The Coming of the War in the Pacific and Reinventing Australia. Penguin/Viking, Melbourne, 2017. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp538, **Curtin became PM 8
weeks before Japan launched their war in the Pacific. His determination to be heard in London and Washington as Japan advanced, is a political
epic unmatched in Australian experience. slight damage to bottom of spine else vg cond, A$42.
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223/205. (10494) Edwards, John. John Curtin's War: Vol 2: Triumph and Decline. Penguin/Viking, Melbourne, 2018. 1st ed, large
8vo in protected d/w, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp497, **the full and fascinating story of the next four years dealing both with the
invading Japanese and General Douglas McArthur. He deftly steered Australia through the perilous year of 1942 and the critical battles of Coral
Sea, Midway and Kokoda. He died in office on 5 July 1945 19. A remarkable wartime PM, A$45.
223/206. (7756) Egan, Vince, OAM. Proudly We Served: A History of 2/5th Australian General Hospital, AIF, 1940-1945. AMHP,
Sydney, 2007 (fp1988). Revised ed, large 8vo in laminated boards, plates, nominal rolls, POW lists etc, index, pp443, **a far more substantial book than the 1st ed. The 2/5th served in the Middle East and Greece where many were captured. They then saw active service in the New
Guinea Campaign in Port Moresby and Morotai, new, A$46.
223/207. (7795) Evans, Geoffrey. Slim as Military Commander. Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 1969. 1st ed, large 8vo in chipped d/w
(now protected), plates, maps (many fold-out), two newspaper articles loose at front, appendices, biblio, index, pp239, **Field-Marshal
the Viscount Slim as he was later known was considered one of the finest generals WW2 produced. He commanded the British 14th Army in Burma against the Japanese. The author was a Divisional commander under Slim in Burma, vg cond and hard to find, A$32.
223/208. (3676) Fancke, Dick (ed). Mud and Blood in the Field. John Sissons, Hughesdale, Victoria, 1984. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w
and mylar, signed by the author, illus, pp520, **a full compilation of all Newsletters ('Mud & Blood') issued in the field by the 2/23rd Bn,
AIF (Albury's Own), 9th Div from Dec 1941 until August 1945, vg cond, A$32.
223/209. (10829) Gilling, Tom. The Lost Battalions: A Battle that could not be Won: An Island that could not be Defended: An Ally
that could not be Trusted. A&U, Sydney, 2018. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, biblio, index, pp257, **2000 diggers were marooned on Java in Feb 1942. They were led by Brigadier Arthur Blackburn, VC and fought with scrounged weapons and cooks and bottle-washers.
They held up the might of the Imperial Japanese Army until ordered to surrender by their Dutch allies, A$32.
223/210. (9275) Glantz, David M. & House, Jonathan M. The Battle of Kursk. Uni Press of Kansas, USA, 1999. Probable reprint, thick
trade 8vo in card covers, plates and maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp472, **the most detailed, authoritative and thorough analysis of
the massive tank battle (5-23 Jul 43) that led to the final victory of the Red Army over the Germans, vg cond, A$24.
223/211. (10201) Gosel, Werner (with Bauermeister, Christian and Mark, Jason (eds). Iron Cross Brigade: Stalingrad, Kursk, Bobruik: The Story of Werner Gosel and Sturmgeschutz-Abteilung 244. Leaping Horseman Books, Sydney, 2016. 1st ed, large 8vo in
laminated & illustrated boards, profusely illustrated in b/w, maps, diarised accoiunt, honours and awrdsbiblio, index, pp480, **Gosel
was initially deployed as a dispatch rider on the staff of this unit on Op Barbarossa. He was later commissioned and WIA at Stalingrad, a first
hand account of these great carnage battles. A high quality book as usual from Leaping Horseman, new, A$85.
223/212. (10341) Green, Philip M. Memories of Occupied Japan. Author, NSW, 1987. 1st ed, small 8vo in card covers, plates,biblio,
abbreviations and glossary of Japanese words, pp167, **an excellent one man's account of his time in BCOF, vg cond and unusual, A$28.
223/213. (8078) Henning, Peter. Doomed Battalion: The Australian 2/40th Battalion, AIF, 1940-45: Mateship & Leadership in War
& Captivity. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1995. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, nominal rolls, honours and awards, endnotes, index, pp407, **the 2/40th was made up mainly of Tasmanians. It was deployed to garrison an airfield in Dutch Timor immediately after
the Japanese entered WW2. It was a misguided strategy as they were captured a week after the fall of Singapore in 1942, vg cond and VERY
hard to find, A$85.
223/214. (9085) Hill, Maria. Diggers and Greeks: The Australian Campaigns in Greece and Crete. UNSW Press, Sydney, 2010. Reprint, large 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, chapter notes, appendices, extensive biblio, index, pp479, **provides the first major comprehensive study of Australians in Greece during WW2. A serious and accessible addition to Australia's military history, new, A$45.
223/215. (3912) Horner, David. Crisis of Command: Australian Generalship and the Japanese Threat, 1941-1943. ANU Press Canberra, 1978. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, inscr in fep, book plate, plates, maps, biblio, endnotes, index, pp395, **Horner contends that Australia
was woefully under-prepared for the war in 1939 and poorly led. Added to this mess was the interference of General McArthur who had a hand in
Blamey's sacking of Rowell and Allen, sl shelf-worn else vg cond, A$42.
223/216. (9544) Johnson, Carl. Little Hell: The Story of the 2/22nd Battalion and Lark Force. History House, Melbourne, 2004. 1st
ed, large 4to in d/w, launch notes etc by Kim Beazley, AC, profusely illustrated with plates and maps, honours and awards with
citations, nominal roll, biblio, nominal index, pp310, **the first shots fired on Australian soil in 1942 were fire at Rabaul, New Britain by
members of 'Lark Force' centred on the 2/22nd Bn, AIF. This is the story of desperation, fighting at overwhelming odds and death to many, vg
cond and hard to find, A$165.
223/217. (9071) Johnston, Mark. The Proud 6th: An Illustrated History of the 6th Australian Division 1939-1946. Cambridge Uni
Press, Melbourne, 2008. 1st ed, large 8vo in laminated boards, profusely illustrated in b/w, chapter notes, casualtiy charts by battalion, biblio, index, pp269, **the 6th Division was made up of the 16th, 17th and 19th Brigades and saw action in North Africa (Bardia, Tobruk,
Benghazi) Greece, Crete, Syria, the New Guinea Campaign (Kokoda Track, Wau-Salamaua, Aitape-Wewak (Bert Chowne, VC, MM, 2/2nd Bn),
new cond, A$48.
223/218. (4794) Jones, Timothy G. Milne Bay Radar: Unit History of the No. 37 Radar Station, 1942-1945. Australian Military History Publications, Loftus, 2001. 1st ed, 8vo in illus boards, unique plates, nominal roll, nominal index, appendices list all Jap bombing
raids noted by the radar operators, biblio, pp85, **a concise history of an obscure but vital unit of Australians who played such a big part in
the Milne Bay Campaign. The author served with this unit and the unique photos come from his personal collection, new, A$38.
223/219. (2726) Keogh, Colonel E.G. The South West Pacific 1941-45. Grayflower Productions, 1965. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, maps, biblio, appendices, biblio, pp479, **a concise and authorative account of the Australian AIF in the SW Pacific Campaign in WW2, vg cond,
A$25.
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223/220. (1717) Legg, Frank. The Eyes of Damien Parer. Rigby, Adelaide, 1963. 1st ed, 8vo in nice d/w (protected), many glossy
plates in b/w, 54pp of text, 80pp of plates, **one of Australia’s real heroes in WW2, Parer was Australia’s greatest wartime photographer,
tragically killed in action near the end of the war in New Guinea, vg cond, not often seen in this condition, A$42.
223/221. (5702) Lind, Lew. Flowers of Rethymnon: Escape from Crete. Kangaroo Press, Sydney, 1991 (fp1944). Reprint (but 1st uncensored ed), small 8vo in d.w, plates, maps, chapter notes, index, pp128, **the personal story of the author's escape from Crete. Rethymnon (Retimo) saw the German Airborne jump in on the airfield and capture it. They, however, suffered huge casualties and never used an airborne
assault again in the war, vg cond, A$36.
223/222. (10356) McKenzie-Smith, Graham R. The Unit Guide: The Australian Army 1939-1945 (in 6 vols). Big Sky Publishing, Sydney, 2018. 1st ed, large 8vo in green buckram, glossary, glossay in each volume, pp5,705, **an enormous and important work by Mr.
McKenzie-Smith, arguably one of Australia's better military historians. This set covers EVERY unit large and small on the Australian ORBAT,
new, A$240.
223/223. (9693) Mitcham, Samuel W., Jr. The Men of Barbarossa: Commanders of the German Invasion of Russia, 1941. Casemate
Publishers, USA, 2009. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, appendices, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp296, **the story of the men
behind history's greatest military operation. Describes their expertise, skills and decision-making powers in Germany's summer triumph turned to
winter catastrophe, vg cond, A$40.
223/224. (6769) Penfold, A.W, Bayliss, W.C & Crispin, K.E. Galleghan's Greyhounds: The Story of the 2/30th Australian Infantry
Battalion, 22 Nov 1940 - 10 Oct 1945. 2/30 Bn Ass, Sydney, 1984 (fp1949). 2nd reprint, 8vo in or. Grey cl, no d/w, inscr in fep, colour
patch on front cover, honours and awards, casualty list, pp407, **the 2/30th was commanded by the famous and somewhat controversial
'Black-Jack' Galleghan in Singapore and Malaya - they were famous for their legendary deadly ambush of Japanese on the bridge at Gemas in Malaya before being captured and interned as POWs , vg cond and very scarce, A$120.
223/225. (5888) Ramsay Silver, Lynette. Sandakan: A Conspiracy of Silence. Sally Milner, Sydney, 2002 (fp1998) Revised and updated edition, trade 8vo in card covers, inscr in title page, plates, maps and illus, appendices, nominal rolls, lists of Japanese war criminals, biblio, index, pp400, **the Japanese massacred 2,428 Australian and British POWs at Sandakan in North Borneo; only six escaped and
survived; a very disturbing story, vg cond, A$25.
223/226. (10509) Reid, Dr. Richard. Sandakan 1942-1945. DVA, Canberra, 2008. Revised and expanded from 'Laden, Fevered,
Starved' (1999), large oblong 4to in card covers, fully illustrated, full nominal roll and photos of all men captured and murdered (incl
the 6 survivors), pp138 **the disgrace that was Sandakan in Borneo. A total of 2428 Allied servicemen (1787 Australians and 641 British) were
captured and all except 6 were murdered. 8 Japanese were hanged and 55 others imprisoned, good cond, A$30.
223/227. (10446) Shaw, Ian W. Murder at Dusk: How US Soldier and Smiling Psychopath Eddie Leonski Terrorised Wartime Melbourne. Hachette, Sydney, 2018. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, endnotes, biblio, pp319, **in 1942 Melbourne saw the horror
story of US serviceman Eddie Leonski who stalked and murdered three women. He was captured, court marshaled and hanged, vg cond, A$26.
223/228. (1886) Skennerton, Ian. British Small Arms of World War 2. Ian D Skennerton, Qld, 1988. 1st ed, oblong 8vo in d/w, profusely illustrated in b/w, alpha and numerical listings of contractor codes, references, index, pp110, **the complete reference guide to
weapons, makers codes and 1936-1946 contracts. A meticulous work from Skennerton as usual, vg cond, A$42.
223/229. (4510) Smith, LtCol Neil, AM. Worth a Mention: Members of the Australian Army Mentioned in Despatches in World
War Two. Mostly Unsung, Melbourne, 1994. 1st ed, 4to in or.cl, signed by author, full alpha listing of all recipients, pp111, **a very
useful reference, new cond, A$60.
223/230. (5434) Sublet, LtCol Frank, DSO, MC. Kokoda to the Sea: A History of the 1942 Campaign in Papua. Slouch Hat Pubs,
Victoria, 2000. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, appendices list, Australian, US Army and Japanese Order of Battle, biblio, index,
pp192, **a provocative perspective on an important phase of Australia's military history. Frank Sublet was an original officer of the 2/16th Ban,
AIF and saw action on the Kokoda Track as a Company Commander and later as CO at Gona, the ramu Valley and Borneo, new, A$62.
223/231. (1744) Wall, Don. Abandoned? Australians at Sandakan 1945. Don Wall, NSW, 1990. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps,
biblio, notes, index, pp152, **describes the events which contributed to the terrible fate of the Australian 8th Division POWs at Sandakan in
North Borneo in WW2, vg cond, A$42.
223/232. (5736) Whiting, Charles. The Last Assault: 1944 - The Battle of the Bulge Reassessed. BCA, London, 1994. Book Club ed,
8vo in protected d/w, plates and map, biblio, index, pp238, **an argument that the Americans were not caught unawares in the huge German offensive in the Ardennes in December 1944 - controversial and very readable, vg cond, A$36.
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